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tireat Activity of High Officials
ot the Dark Tobacco Or-
ganization.
County Chairmen oh las,
Counties Are Here.
I'LAN B itliet 'I EN 14 Nit 4 41UPElt.
• Felix G teeing; general nissager
and prime IDOVVT tu the Dark Tot:wr-
en Growers aseoriation, was in the-
city teat night and today in coneulta-
tkoi with the county etrainnen of
Weal Kentucky, and other officers of
the usitociatiott, over the condltkin of
tbe movement, in the face of compe-
tition from ether organizations.
Paducah ha* been visited within
the late few weeks by nearly all of
the !inciter officials of the aiworiation.
and the continuntis stirring in this
end 44 the state is mid to he the re-
sult of the activity of new or-minim-
Coos among the farinere. particularly
the Farman.' l'nkin. whose. rapid
growth is viewed by the older organ-
igation wet anything but equanimity.
There is. of course, no holitility
as yet between theme organisations,
and there is no opsn rivalry, but the
growth of one neeesearile means the
curtailment of the !Marne* growth of
the other. 11 otie tobacco man point-
ed see The Dark Tobacco Growers'
a sox tat ion specializes on tobacco and
so expects to handle this crop more
eonoinnically and eatiefactortly then
Ali organisation which bandhe even'
produce of the farm. Will, the farmer
rapAly adopting the orgarevation
idea in all of his crops, and the
Farmers' Union, it la stated by the
promoters. affords him the opportun-
ity to beadle all hts mope through
one organisation.
To 'Mimes, the members of the as.
sioclatiOn and in bring hi many
new members as( postable is the °Nett
of the meeting here at (be Palmer
Houve last night god lodes. Mr. Joel
IL Fort and M. John B. Allen
 at-
traded the conferences and it is stat-
ed' arranged speaking dater in ainotn-
ler of counties. The county -chair-
neo'wbo were preemn today are: J.
I. Yarbrotieb, Mr-Cracken‘ W. J.
Atone, Lion. W. R. Biallniorl% Mar-
tin. Teen.. J. 13. Lawrenee, Ballard:
%ewe littler. Marshall*: J. W. Haler,
Graves, J. M. Mabry, earns*.
Barbecuea and mass meet Ines prob.
'
ably will be held within the mot
 few
weeks in (Efferent parts of west 
Ken-
tucky. Carlisle county wants a 
date.
the county, chairmen report a sa
t-
Isfwetory condition of the 
movement'
in their dietrkle with pronpectit 
of a
Rood crop for next year.
 as far as,
I Judge Reed Will Summons Venire IIICE-PRESIDENTIAL
From McCracken County to Try NOCHE SHERMAN
Other Alleged Night Rider Cases A VERY SICK MAN
Turn of Affairs Causem Conster-
nation Among the Defend
ants-Prepare For Fight.
Benton, KY.. June 23.-(Special).
After a jury had been secured from
the bystanders for the trial of Dr.
E. Champion. of Lyon county one
of the alleged captains of the night
riders. Judge Reed made the brief
statement "I will summon a venire
from McCracken county " The
statement came just as court ad-
journed for noon. and Sheriff Peter
'Rey went to Paducah this afternoon
to summon tbe. special venire. The
'case of Dr. E. Champion will be next
on trial for the summoning of the
jury court was adjourned until to-
morrow -mimetic
The defense did not raise any ob-
jections. but tomorrow morning Hon.
Charles K. Wheeler for the defense
said a warm light would be had over
summoning the Jury from McCrack
en
county.
The statement from the court cre-
ated excitement among the defend-
ants as with juries from Marshal!
eounty an acquittal and a bung jury
have been had in two trials. With al
'jury from McCracken county the'
eases will he fought the more bit-
terly. The reason for summoningl
the jury from McCracken county has.
not been explained by the court. 
I
Itionored Sultan is Maio.
Parts, June 22.-It is peraistentlY
rumored In the parliamentary. 'nibbles
that Abdel Axis. the sultain of Mo
I:trio, has been aaaaaa heated at Ritbat
There is no cofifirmation of this ru-1
mor at the foreign oMee and t
he;
ministry of the interior regards 
the,
report as absolutely untrue.
inquiries which have been ma
de
by government °Metals have 
failed;





Frank Floyd. who was -appoin
t-
ed a member of .the hoard 
of fire.
and police commissioners b
y Mayor I
James P. Smith. was sworn 
Into of- I
fice today by City Clerk M
aurice Me-1
ml) re. Dr. Boyd will alarme
d Dr.,
JPSIIP• titittert. and his rommission'
will become effective July O.
Col. Henry C. Weet. who has 
-beset '
in the south for the Maso
nic Life as-
sociation of Buffalo, N. Y. 
will spend
the summer with his 
daughter. Mrs.
Soule, of 513 North Fifth
street. 
per cent of alcohol will be stopped.
JOHN MITCHELL WON'T
AttIMPT ANY NOMINATIONS.
('eding°. Jone ;p1.-In a form-
al statement today John Mitchell
the tabor leader, explains his re-
fureti to beronw a candidate for
vice president on the Demo-
cratic ticket or governor of Illi-
nois. He expresses his belief that
be (souki be elected giisernor.





"I see you say in your paper that
we wholesalers arc advising the re-
tailer* to light the proposed increase
in salood licenens the first of the
Month," said a prominent wholesaler,
to a Sun reporter. "I do not know
where you got the story, but must
say it is not true, as you will find
upon investigation. Instead of be
Mg opposed to the increase, or sug-
gesting that any one oppose it. we
are for it, as we believe it is the so-
lution of the liquor problem, for
which at. many of us are seeking."
Inquiry among the down town sa-
loon keepers, too, developed 
the
fact that the rumored opposition 
Is
not based in fact, and the ordinance
will meet with no opposition.
This is the opinion of Mayor Smith
too, who has fought hard to get the
Increased license bill through.
THE PRINIDENT ANI) T.tPT 
_
itoOT FOR THEIR CIESblak)GES.
„ (hinter Has, June. 23.- R
omyevelt
is going to New Haven to attend t
he
Yale-Harvard boat races. Taft'
s ar-
rival has given Yale such a- boom.
the president is go.ng. to root for Har-
vard. The president and fami
ly
start tomorrow on the Mayflower. The
presence of Taft &MI Roneevelt wi
ll
give a great boom to the races.
CHIEF COLLINS AFTER
SOFT DRINK SELLERS
The pollee department, headed by
Chief Collina, has begun. a vigorous
crusade on the alleged soft drink
stands, and evidence has been col-
lected by the department, and the
first arrest was made by Merry and
Barber when Tom Cole, colored, was
arrested for sellieg "Temperance
Brew." bottled by al brewery and an
alleged soft drink. • Ore Potter was
arrested ter eking liquor on the
Sabbath as it is alleged he- closed his
saloon, hut kept his soft drink stand
open, and sod drinks harder than
water. According to Chief Collins
other arrests will follow, and the sel-
ling of drinks with an Intoxicating
In
planting is roneerned. 'LON HOLLY SENTENCED FOR TEN YEARS
tither(queetIons were disruswed  '
today's.ostiferseces. but the members
were not communicaeve about 
their
plans. Mr. Ewing will leave 
today




Chortles Soetill said Miss Zola 
Gaith-
er. or Princeton. Ky.. were married
Jefferpoweille Sundae. by
Inge James B. Keigvrin. The g
room
• Is a niter, of France mud an englite'el
for the Illinois Central road. 
The
bride is a daughter of David 
Gaither.
Prineetote Ki
eitNITARI' OIF1ICEIV4 SAV ALI,
WEEIN4 MIST COME DOWN.
MI weeds must go, and 
Sanitary
Inspectors J. Is Gaither and R
. D
Barnett are going to loom 
eon**
watrante for the nuleeniev. 
The
hoard of health has issued o
rders to
the Inspectors that weeds mus
t gri
as the hot weather may cause 
sick-
nr" mt. days 
of graeo will be
given the delinquent yards. but 
there
promises to be something doing If





Siete the decision of acqu
ittal has
been returned in one of the 
MOP, of
the alleged nig" riders in the
 raid
on Birmingham, It looks 
like several
stilts have been knocked in the 
head.
It is said that lawyers had s
uits pre-
pared to file for the se
nses, who
were forced to leave 
Birmingham
through fright. but the acqu
ittals of
the men charged with 
the offense




Wisest ... 16% *5% *5%
OHM .... Ile% 
09 fie
Oats  .43% 
44% 45
Prey. ... 1.4.00 14.47% 
1.4.56
Lori .... 94714 9.90 
11..911%
Rib, ins R tt 8.11%
FOR THE MURDER OF REESE FISHER
Fisher Was Sinbio-d by Holly
at Kenton When the 
Two•
Were Drinking Together.
Renton, Ky., June 23 
(tieeetal
For (be murder of Reese
 Fisher by
IA1 Holly, the jury r
eturned a VW.
diet of guilty this after
noon and need
his punishment at ten 
years in the
pentlertiary. Holly was 
indicted on
a (-barge of murder, te
e was tried on
a charge of involuntary 
mamisughter
A motion for a ne
w trial will be
made this afternoon
Holly Is 23 yoar.e old, and 
while he
and Remo Fisher were
 dripking to-
tether on April 7. Holly 
stabbed Fitt-
er and from the wounds 
he died Nev-
em! days later. The 
stabbing twit
place on the streets and 
created gri
awritement. An intent* inte
rest has
been manifested in the 
trials. Holly
is married and has two 
children.
In order to complete t
he trial yes-
terday Jedge Reed held a 
night se'-
skin % lion. (Imelee K. 
Wheeler, 'for
the prosecution, spoke 
yesterday after
moon. and laet nipsht 
(Nimmons
wealth'e Attorney John 
(I. Lovett
flubbed for the 
propieciition Hon. .1.
C. Speight, of l
iayfiele. and Hardin
Ford. for the defenee, 
spoke last
Doom. am made a powerful argnrremet
tar the release of Holly.
 The Jury
took the ease last nide, 
but did not




liartrourville. Ky June 2:1
Caleb Powers, after ape-riding n 
week
with home folks, left last 
nIget for
Battle (Yee*, Minh , wbe
re he will
spend a few weeks in a 
senittrium
he will probably resume 
the practice




On thr charge of breach of peace
patrolmen .lake Rouch and Bryant
have been , lied to appear in Magis-
trate Eatery°, court this afternoou.
Will Dunn was arrested at the Union
station by the patrolmen for a breach
of peace, and according to the pa-
trolmen retested to be arrested and
the cops pecks were brought into
Dunn contends that the bil-
lies were used too much, and he
swore out a warrant in Magistrate
Emery's court for the patrolmen OH a
charge of the breach of peace.
Wm*TM
FALIIEL.
Pair tootles and Wodossday.
cooler Wednesday and in won portion
tonight. Highewt temperature yes-
terday, se; lowest today, 79.
His Family Has Been Summon-
ed to Cleveland and Con-
dition is Serious.
Governor Johnson Refuses to
Concede Bryan's Nomination.
CLOSES HIS HEADQUARTERS.
Utica, N. Y., June 23.-The family
of James Mermen, the 'Republican
candidate for vice president. has been
summoned to Cleveland, where be is
Ill. A Baltimore physician hat also
been summoned to his bedside. Barb'
reports indicated Sherman was only
slightly tit, but it t feared, front the
developments, that hits ouudItion is
serious.
assmasel?-'1'10̂ .11Tler.
Contirent Shermares illness, it -de,
velopes today. Is due to gall stones.
Ile has been removed to lakeside
hospital and his family are on the
way here He has had frequent at-
tacks and it is impossible to tell
whether tits condition is critical. He
was removed to the hospital to be
reads. for an operation. if it is deemed,
necessary.
Drs. Carter and Allen held a con-
sultation when Sherman reached the
hospital, but gave no formal state-
ment. It is believed the conditions
favor the candidate's recovery.
Shermatee secretary said this fore-
noon he felt better than he had in
a week.
Chicago. Aloe 241.-The campaign
headquarters of Governor Johnson,
of Minnesota. alb, Grand Pacific ho-
tel are closed. His managers are go-
ing to Deaver to open headquarters.






Madrid, June 23.-All Spain Is cel-
ebrating the birth of a second son to
King Alfonso. The monarch is hap-
py, because he believes double heirs





Warner Moore today issued his
bond for the purchase of The Regis-
ter. wttieh be purchased at the trus-
tee's tale -yesterday. Col. Joe Potter
and Attorney Mike Oliver signing the
instrument
ERNTUCKY CROP.
Official Report of centlitinne for June
1st Announce-se
The official Crop Reporter, just is-
sued by the Agricultural Department
shows that the condition bf Ken-
















































IS HERE FOR WORK
J. E. Jolliffe, chief engineer of the
Kentucky and Ohio River Interurban
Railroad company arrived In the city
last Melt with his Instruments and
will start the work of laying off the
grades for the interurban from Padu-
cah to Cairn tomorrow morning. He
will start just on the edge of town
near TerreE's farm. The contrac-
tors have not arrived from Thebes.
Ills but are)expeeted to finish there
and come here this week. On
ce
started, the work will go ahead rap-
idly to colapletion.
TEN CENTS PER WEEK
Several New Officers Are Elected 800 PERSONS ARE
by the Joint Council and Franchise KILLED IN MASSACRE
Ordered for Two Telephone Cos. BY PERSIAS SHAH
!GP COURSE WE
New Men Are Put on Hospital 
sway HAVE DAILY
Board and Police Board and 
DOINGS OF NOMINEE.
Appointment Announced.
Meat. and Milk Inspector-Dr. Ed
Farley.
'Hospital Board Directors-Drs. R.
E. Hearne and H. T. Rivers.
Board of Health-Dr. C. E. Kidd.
City Auditor-Alexander Kirkland,
City Buyer-FA Miller.
Police and Fire Commissioner-Dr
Peelle Boyd.
These city officers were elected by
the general council Monday night
when the upper and lower beards met
In Point session upon call of Mayor
James P. Smith.
Both boards held a caucus meeting
prior to the cell of the mayor, de-_
cidiog upon the meet and milk inspec
tor, the hospital board directors and
the new member of the board of
health.
The election of Dr. Farley as meat
and milk Inspector. Drs. Hearne and
Rivers as hospital directors and Dr.
Kidd as a member of the board of
health was unanimous. Dr. Hearne
was elected to succeed Dr. J. T. Red-
dick and Dr. Rivers to succeed Dr.
W. C. Euban'ks, both of whose terms
of office have expired.
Dr. Kidd was elected to succeed
Dr. H. P. Sights, who was made
beaith officer to succeed Dr. W. T.
Graves Monday afternoon at a meet-
ing of the board of bealtb. All go
into office July 1.
The general council merely ratified
the appointments of 'Mayor Smith for
the positions of city auditor, city
buyer and a member of the polies and
fire board.„ Mr. Kirkland was ctiosen
by the mayor to succeed himself for
another two years term and his bond
held subject to the approval of the
ty solicitor.
Mr. Miller, who was appointed city
buyer by the mayor, was elected tin-
der the same terms. In addition the
ty bilyer will remain is °Roe as
long as the mayor sees fit. Mayor
Smith paid a complimentary remark
to Mr. Miller last night, saying that
since his connection, as city buYer
he had performed excellent and effi-
cient serv We.
Dr Boyd was chosen by the mayor
to succeed Jesse Gilbert as a member
of tilP board of police and fire com-
missioners. ?de. Gilbert's term of of-
fice expires July 10.
Mayor Smith's call for the joint
meeting also included the action upon
the recommendation of the joint rail-
road, telegraph and telephone com-
mittee. The committee sent in a
recommendation that the offer of the
East Tennessee Telephone company
to buy a franchise for $50.0. paying
all the court costs of the litigation
with the city, be accepted. The tecom
mendation of the oommitee was con-
curred In by a vote of 15 to 3.
Those in favor of the offer were:
Councilmen Undsey. Bowers, Duvall.
Oornelison, Ford, Mayer, Van Meter.
Albion and Aldermen Hannan, Baker
Miller, Oechischlaeger, Sherrill. Stew-
art and Wells. Those opposed were.
Councilmen Foreman. Kreutser and
Young. Councilman Lackey and Al-
derman Hank were abeent.
The offer or compromise of the
telephone company, whicb was made
before the council several weeks ago.
Is that the company will pay $540
for the franchise if the city will offer
it for sale and &leo pay the court coots
incurred in the suit of the city agsinst
the company. The terms further are
that the company will furnish to the
city free of charge 15 telephones and
it will have the privilege of charging
$.2.40 for residence phones and 84 for
busioests phones until it reaches 4,0
trubseribers. afterwards raising th.
price 2,5 cent, per thousand for resi-
dence phone, and 641 cents oer thou-
sand for business phones.
The telephope committee alga
recommended that the Independent
Telephone company be pieced on the
same basis as the East Tennaesee
Telephone company and offered .a
similar Ira:white.
Manager Jefferies. of the Independ-
ent Telephone company, was present
tied stated that it would mean sui-
cide for his company to attempt to
raise their prevent rates, but that he
wanted the franchise to fall back on
in case the company could not torn
a livelthood under the present
charges.
W. IL LENDS.
Former Rock Mond President, Died
Today he Paris.
New York, Jane 2$. -Messages re-
ceived hi Wall arrest today from
Paris announce Vie death of W. 13
Loehr. former preeldent of the Rork
Jutland railroad LeAfIS Was a native
of Indiana and with Daniel Reld,
made a fortune out of the tinplate lie
dustry. invested in railroads and in-
(-reamed his fortune. He resigned
mane directorships two years ago,
when he suffered a poraistie atrolve.
New Haven, Conn., June 23.-
Secretary Taft is having a great
time at the Vale commencement.
He made an adeirees dedicating
a new flagstaff aml marched with
the students and alumni. He
ettended a reunion of the clam
If 157a, and will attend Yale-
Renard baseball game this af-
ternoon. @Sternum's Illness is no
surprise to Taft, as he had been
informed Sherman might require
an operation for gall stones.
ATTORNEY; INVESTIGATING
ESEPROVEMENT ORDINANCE'S.
W. F. Bradshaw, Sr.. Is investigat-
ing the ordinances calling for the im-
provement of Broadway and Jeffer-
son streets from Ninth to Eleventh
streets, for the Southern Bittelthic
cpmpany. which was awarded the con
tract. The company will sign the
Contract when Mr. Bradshaw reports
that the ordinances are legal in all
respects.
HARRY REEVES IS STILL
IN A SERIOUS CONDITION.
The condition of Harry Reeves, who
was struck over the forehead with
a billy Saturday night by Ed Skil-
dan, is still serious. Ile has lost
his hearing, and it is said that the
crushed bone is pressing against the
brain so that an operation may have
to be performed. Skinian is said
to still be about the city, but no ar-
rests have been made yet.
VACUUM OPERATING ROOM.
Exhibited at Rockefeller Institute
May Revolutionize Surgery.
New York, June 23.-The Rocke-
feller Institute will install next year
a vacuum operating 'room such as haw
been exhibited there by Prof. G.
Sauerbruck. of Marburg, Germane.
This new operating room, eabinet.
pros-ides for operations in atmosphere
free (tem mierobes and enables the
operating surgeon to have the pres-
sure of the air upon the exposed parts
of the subject much less than in an
ordinary room.
Prof. Sauerbruck used a dog to II-
luetrate the usefulness of the cabinet
The dog's bead was struck through a
hole In the side of the cabinet so that
Ote could breathe into the outside
room.. Pia body remained inside t
he
cabinet On a table. Two surgeons
went inside the cabinet, after which
it was hermetically sealed, except for
ars arraegement provided to let In as
much air as the surgeons needed
themselves. This came through A
water cask, which purified it in its
passage
The lungs of the dog were laid bare
Inside the cabinet, so that tuberoulo-
els serum could be applied directly
for experimental purposes. It is as-
serted that the use of the vacuum op
mating room will make It much safer
for the subject on the table sinee the
exposed parts will be much less ex-
posed to germs In the air
Moreover 'it is claimed that the
vacuum cabinet makes it safer to re-
move part of a lung affected with tu-
berculosis germs. Beeides, the lung.
MD be kept exposed to the surgical
eye a longer time, while the subject
goes on breathiny just as easy as if
the whole operation were inside an
ordinary' operating room
It is said that the operating cabi-
net to be installed in the Rockefeller
Institut* will be much larger than the





Ambitious plans for establishing
great packing house were discussed
in Cairo yesterday In the meeting of
representatives of the Farmers'
l'nion from Kentucky. Illinois' and
Missouri ,As the plans of this move-
ment unfold, it te evirlent that a stu-
pendous organization will remit, if
they are metered. Only tentative
suggestions were made yesterday. but
It Is prflpfn.0f1 to establlesh a meat
peeking hours in some central point
for six states, arkennee. Terrnewsee
Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana sine Mis-
souri.
Mr. R. L. Barnett. Root, 011111111•1-
foe Kentucky, attended the meeting
returning last night. The meeting
was carted to discuss Interstate plane
and the packing hous.. idea WA9
among them. Keirtacky is not or-
ganised ma a state yet, but will be I.
August and then will be le a position
to isegottate with other 'tate organ-
isations.
His Soldiers Fired on the Pro.
pie Butchering Women,
31en and Children.
Rioting Follows and Coustry
Terrorized by Events.
RI eel.% To INTERFEIRE TODAY..
Berlin, June 23 -Dispatchee from
Tefierth, Persia. say 800 persona
were killed in the bloodiest massacre
of the century. At the Shah's or-
ders, soldiers fired on the people.
Indiscribable rioting followed, and
men. women and children were
butchered, and their bodies terribly'
mutilated. A reign of terror has
spread throughout the country. It is
believed Russia will interfere to re-
store order.
LEPROSY CURED.
Remarkable Report to Be Made on
Treatment of Disease.
New Orleans, June 23.-A remark-
abie medical report touching on the
curing of leprosy will be presented by
the Louisiana Assembly probably
this week by the leper Home of eke
State of Louisiana. In his report
appear the words:
"Discharged cured-one "
-Practically well and kept for ob-
servation-five."
Briefly explained, the meaning of
these figures is that out of sixty-one
lepers at the Louisiana Institution its
the last two years, six have been
practically cured. The figures are
from the biennial report of the leper
home, where for over fifteen years
this State has provided a place for
lepers to receive the comforte and
the skilled medical care which are
Tint as a' rule within reach of mil%
sufferers.
A fact of significance is that this
report is not submitted to the As-
sembly as indicating that any speclge
cure for leprosy has been dtscovered.
It is simply a statement of the results
which have been obtained from gee-
ing lepers the same sanitary sur-
roundings that the average persetv
enjoy-s and an equal opportunity to
receive first-class medical treatment.
Marriage Licenses.
Eimer Gray to Pear Beshers





(burry Judge R T. Lightfoot
thinks the new Kentucky child 
tab.,.
law entirely too drastic and says 
Is
will use his discretion law or no la
w,
In permitting children under sixteen
years old to work, where they have
old folks dependent on them.
The law sent into effect blondes-
and absolutely forbids the employ-
ment of ehildren under fourteen, and
the employment of mirrors under six-
teen. tiniest they possess, a school cer-
tificate (Stowing their good standing
in school The latter provision does
not become effective until ilinPlelnber
1 A jail penalty is provided for 
vio-
lations. It is tbillight that many
minors will be thrown' out of work
by the lase






Thu, ballot when props., ,
filled nut and brought or mallee
to the Contert Department es'
The Sun will cottit as one
vote.
VOID AFTER JUNO 11111.
t OF Two.
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I., Eight prizes to be given to children- drawing
MI picture of babies with ad., setting forth the
Superior Ictvantages derived by trading at the home
-of the babies-Rudy's.
Ithve you entered contest? Get busy and




nyi cod. fiold19% klmotia, win tottke you feel
Veld ittese urberm besides if you set k
kInpl)b. tlyst !pees t. -s9b.ppy" cut you VIII be
tetidy to receive your frie9ds wift9 Oyer tb.ke
you by surprise, •
4' We iptve looked out for toe wtio
kI1)o9b. 12a.bit tod ttkve try:9y from W1214 you




%Sc. 50c, 75c, SI up
14.6.rbe You would e9j
iit9o9t.s. if so, remember
ieribis from w12ic12 You






or mtal9s Your ow9
tl2tAt we 17t.ve 19k-
Mtkr ri)b.ke k902192
219 22U





Cileselend Record !woken. A1(1101101
Stevenson WA* Lean. the Revere
Was $et at
WattIngton. rune 23.-- The Chka-
g ticket is the weightiest ever gat
,put by a national convention la
atiory of the country. Secrets',
UM and Representative Oberman
nosJd make the wale, register claire
%CM pounds, exceeding by nearly
1404 pounds the combtned weight of
say ticket ever before nominated. •
Up to this time the record was
held by the Democrats when they
illI4NG1NG SENTIMENT.
Over GoltivoIth's "Driveled Village"
Goldsmith In his "Deserted Vil-
lage," spoke of a certain (tape'
where those %Pio "went. to scoff, re-
mained tc pra) " Bo In Me one often
laughs turns to praise. There were
4.9rne who doubted the merits of
Newbrces "Herplelde," the wale
gsrtnicide and hair-dressing; Ind
',they have tried it, they are now
among Its best friends and atrongeat
entiorsers Herpicide kills the germ
that eata the heir off at the root, and
the hail then grows again. Ae a hair
dressing It Is incomparable; try It.
sold bv leading druggists. Two daes,
Zee and $1.00. Send 10c in SWIMS
for sample o The Herplelde CO., De-
troit Nick --ft. W. Walker Co ape-
nominated Grover Cleveland. In 1892
At that time Mr Cleveland weighe
d
about 275 pounds. Ris running mat
e
Adlal stet-One:in, was the direct oppo-
site, weighing not over 1150 pounds,
making the total physical abilities of
the team about 425 pounds McKin-
ley and Hobert, nominated by the
Republican, in 1896, made up a
pretty heavy team, but not up to th
e
Democratic record. President Mc-
Kinley weighted about IRO lertunds
when nominated, sebotigh be hat-be-
come heavier than that when In con-
gress, reaching ofose to 1$ pounds.
Viee President Hobart Weighed about
2oie pounds, giving an aggirrate
weight of itne pounds to the ticket
The Idol( in ey -Roodevelt ticket
weighed somewbat less than that,
President Roosevelt not being as
heat,' then as now. He weighed i
t.
the time of his nomination about 185
rou ode The president 'o present
',veleta Is a little Germ 200 po
unds..
and he has been gatthig Iles& right
Met*, despite his etorie to keep
down.
Winn KIK* b-----.-NT AERT B
Blasi* Gertrude aed Lillian Set-
tler entertained with a pepper at Wil-
ler* part last night in honor of *Miss
Estelle Krttlor. lobo 'left today for
Indtanapc11s. Ind , to keine The
evetHuse was spent 41 rowing sold oth-
er diverstonn The party was ensp,r-
geed byMasdatoes Augusta Rogers.
Silks Itiitirr and Louis Wqrktnlen,
la the jolty party were Mimes Blanche
fititratn, tiara Drummond. Retell('
Kettier, Jennie 'Mobley, Jett* Ma”
Bettler, Minnie Will/on, Vera
'Gertrude and Lillian Ketgler; Messrs
Orint7 Georp• frdnfre a
nd rehn
Repertus, of Denrer, 001
lieten a detective's train of thought
os the wrong track.
IMRE Ile An
ADDED AT SHOPS
The Medical tem 14" 11Mlatitet
Titter\ ti.tira cieTetkiid
, tihroeubialetem"
stole #4 Apt atige and that it As In-
• Wtveit., ki ffit tie crosse
d? tjhg of
curable in the aw•ond or chronic stage






Mkehtahlts Force increased ny sf D:. pew. 6( Medicine In the tel-
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Three-% ork Picking Irv.




RAILROAD 1410T11114 OF iNTIORMIT.
Three Machinists were jinni to 'troth/
this morning al the Illintee Cietertl
sbops, wktich t4tows that work 1.s.Vict-
ing up a little. Clark Boaz, John
Moseon and George Itcleleh picked
up their hammers and west to work
on the eneinee, helping out on rush
Jobs.
One of the neatest pieces of work
ever turned out of the Patton( di,-
partniAt of the Illionis Central stops
completed this morning by Mr.
W Wooldridge. The pattern la
one of a large driNing wheel center
to be used on engines NOti. 1169,
1171, t9Z3 and 1964. The work Ii
a credit to the pattern making depart-
ment as the :order was giveti here,
but the casting wilt be done at the
Burneldes shops In Chicago.
The railroads are discarding the
casting of engine whee6 out of mat
troll, and this patteru will be case of
seeel, which makes a ligitter but
stronger wheel, le every way the
steeeis better for the etigine eteehi.
The diameter if the pattern-is 67%
inches. but When the steel etre has
been put on the wheel will have a
diameter of 64% Inches whet ready
for service. Mr. Wooldridge has
been working on the pattern for sev-
eral days, and the imtfern is remark-
ably free from flaws. That sucb good
work may be turned out entre :he
Paducah shops is a credh to Paducah
workmen.
The machinists' lodge No. 121
gave a delightful dance at the Three
Lings building last night. About 00
couples were present during the even-
ing and a delightful time was had.
Much amusement: was created in the
awardhtg, of the prize. A handsaw?
site umbrella was offered to the pret-
tiest girl, but the judges were put to
rout sten they tried to reach a de-
ciston. Samuel Whitinaker was de-
cided the most handsome man aqd
was awarded a lemon, while Mr. Ed-
ger 'Whiths was voted the ugliest and
was prevented with a cabbage.
Several hubdeed Padecalutes left
today at 1a.: 341 o'clock on the excur-
sion to Evansville over the Illinois
Oentral railroad. The train *erne
from the south and. was well filled
with passengers. The specie will go
to Evansville by way of Princeton,
and will page through Paducah on its
return tomorrow night.
itaudeeka the Begnitifee
Do you know, the place? If not.
your pleasure has suffered. Take a
free trip, a little mental jearneY
through Muskoka by asking for tat
handsome Muskoka Folder Weed by
the ti-and Trunk Railway Systeeli It
cobtains a large map, lots of views.
and a fund of bete_ Take the jour-
Same evening after supper pith
your wife and children. Then slam
the door on the doctor for 1908 be
taking your family on a real journey
trough the Muskoka District this
sumtner. Less than a day's pontiff
from principal American cities. For
all particular* and *dame il-
lustrated publication flee apply to G.
W. Vain. 917 Iffertilinta Loan and
Trust Building, Gilliam U.
BROTORS mvatr FOR
FIRST TIME IN 20 11EARS.
For the first time in 26 years two
brothers. Grant Janes, of Tames-
Fla.. and W. M. Janes of 337 North
Seventh street, met last night hat
time had rested ligbtly on- both and
they recognized etch other at once.
Mr. Grant .14es "thought he would
surprise his brotheespd without an
advance message slipped In on dem.
He walked in on the front porch of
bls brother's home, but was sur-
;prised when Mr. Jane % exteudAd his
hand and said: "Why didn't you
let us knoll,' you were coining?"
Mr. Grant Janes is a cs,ttle tickler
In Florida, and; will pe, on his visit
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in,OMNISy B. _ -1•
log
. •
%ersity of Nan., laws in Ms lite work
Ildw k21. thet the changes tune 
been
observed -Is earl) as the tenth week
Ated are probebly establiehed in all
Ott by TIM SINTH MONTIL
e naive Nephr Witis means ham-t soDenten of the idneye le tht books
hive, nodVag r it pbytitclaes have
been heliites t e deathshare grown
to 17o daily), and Prof, Tyson plain-
ly says: Page 168 as to curative meats





The (nevTalVie logic of this idtua-
tkm is that as.,Fulton:a Renal Com-
pound is the only thing known that
reduces indannnatioe of the kidneys
after it has become chrotec, it is the
only thing in, the world that DeeDle
can lot* to for recovery who have
bad Witiney trouble longer than six
months.
telite--In face it Is the only thing
that acts directly (el kAney Inflanima-
lion at any 'stage, fink or last. But it
naterally reduces it more quickly be-
fore than after it becomes ehronic.)
Lemieux° mailed free
JOHN J. FrI,TON Oa,
• • ...
W. B. McPherson, Fteducab, Ky..




White teeming a Swollen Stresou Re
Was Jeriter Prom His Baggy,
tato the Water. •
The body of the late Prof. J. II
Snider, who was drowiwad near Moon,
field irbile fording a creek, has ete.ii
recovered according to letters receiv.
ed in (be city from Mrs. Snider. /Thu
body wia recovered from the creek
two days after the drowning, When
he drowned Proe Snider was fording
the creek in a buggy, but as the
stream had been swollen by heavy
rains the woad. was too deep and the
Dome was jerked from the buggy, lie
was thrown out of the breeze and was
unable to swine Several cereens were
on the bank, but shouts of warning
were not heeded.
The creek was dragged at mice. but
his body could not be located for two
days, when a discharge of dynamite
brought It to the surfece. Prof.
Snider was formerly principal of the
Longfellow buildhig, and was. popu-
lar Man. He wee is the issuance




Clubs. W. L. PM-
Chicago 32 20 616
,Pittsburg ...... ̀  33 23 .589
aCincinnati 30 24 .656
:New. YOJOL :9 21 .647
,Pteladelphia 93 2/ .460
1BOBt011     24 31 .436
13t. Louis 24 31 .114
Brooklyn 33 3.59
...11.111171••••
took- lyn, June a2.-Rucker .andnIllan today pitched a ten inning
same. In the tenth inning the
piteher gave Resensel a
base on bees, Lumley sacrificed and
Jordan struck out. but Sheehan
made a safe hit to center, which
scored Hummel and won the game
Soots R H
philadelphis  I
Brook ly n  1 3 '2
Boston. June 21-Boymond
Slightly outpltched Boultes and St.
Louis won. The only ran scored
was in the fourth on DelehletY'a
bagger, Ludwig's single.
Score: It It IC





Beultes. Lindeman and Smith
Pittsburg. "tine 22. -Cincinnati
shut out Pittsburg In the first game
of the series. The frpldur114 feeding
of the. vbsiters, tided INelmer over
several bad plat**. Voting rereiirel
Maddok In the Pefghth. By getting
a hit-Wagner has made eittin 
hits
dm";his bssehall career.
. • R H
Pit Ube rg 7 1
Cincinnati . .
Bat en-les-71M Young ant
Gibson: Weltzlet Beier.
New York, Janti 12.-The Chicago
champlo?s marccs in t
o
lay. 'game and p
ei 
611 Op
pOrttillity of .çoeg three straight
viitoiles. Evers hif beep Aspended
fqr iftree days tur draputtng With the
in$4151re tar RattitithY• '
R Ekcibie:
alkalis? 


















 31 25 . 2
112.'
25 30 4E*5
• 21 31 .436
25 34 .124
35 364
Detroit, Mich., June 22 -White
Passed to get Cobb In the sixth, but
4
the last named singed and tied the
score, Two•passee three hits add a
sacrifice in the eighth decided It in
favor Of Detroit
H




Miwauker. Wls, June 22.-Mil
waukee downed Columbtut in a Wit-
!nit duel between Curtis and Geyer in
11 tunings. Both teankg had sev
eral
chances to score tut hbe pitchfite
and spectacular fielding prevented R
Man from reaching the plate until
the lltle when Roth doubled to left
and scored on McChesney's single to
right.
Score It







Cleveland, 0, June 22 ---Ph














The 41141-.-She Is 0o awfully stuck tip
The Fellow Na, VIlinder. iter lathe,




A strange story came front one of
the Balkan stater, where comntercial
morallty Is tll ii Its infancy. A
t
a recent banquet given at the h
ouse
the Prime Minister a distinguished
diplomat complained to his hoot that
tte Minister of 3ustice. next to whom
he etas Sitting. bad taken his watch.
the Prime Minister said: "Ah: he
shouldn't have done that. I will jet
it back for ”o.i." Sere enough, to-
ward the end of the evening, "the
watch was returned to its owner.
"And what did he say!" asked 
the
guest "Sh-h' He does not konw
I have got it back," said the Prime








to . Without Alcohol
Akohol imold s"- .Great Alterative 
.
. , Without Alcohol
Without Alcohol
Without Alcohol
A Doctor's Medicine - Without Alcohol
As Aver.i s.,...,,,,,,,e,, ,,,, ,,,,,r,,,,„4 Ayers Sarsaparilla • Without Alcohol
Who mahout .1. drui i#,,,It if h 1 r.:,..... ".'.." ' We PWASIO .0 470.0. 4-VI:" 
Millinery Clearance Sale
We wi!I begin'our cle:rance s sale Satur-
day, June 20th, and will continue same
until all frininfed and uhfritIftid hktit art
dosed tint, at just one-half the rektitar
price; also have a few imported patterns
at greatly reduced prices. 'A few dozen
hanesome roses, all in good shades, worth
$1.25 and $1.75 per bunch, to claim out
at 50c and 75e,
MRS. A. C. CLARK




sevefety that she wag
Jasper, led.. June 22.-Mrs. Lottic 
house for protection.
rittleked by a half doses brilhirdit.' .eudi
; i Ilan% ihtfiti-lii- eitat ho
wife of (tarter
pack her eyes out.
Voting. or Ireland,
.t. Young, while in her gard
en-Frs.
which pecked her feel. aad head so 
' doe. x, •too les teL.;..11R JAW A...... ... ...reaten
s to de
to run into the
They tried 1.,
..•••••••••
.W116 ailig01•11610. • *NS
Chicalo's Great European otel
The Virginia
_ • ; 'L..
ø.
• -
Ahashaelly Iftreprsat lades. 5130 *ad so
A Niirteekoo. Trate lent cod Reaktenttal 
lo 7' Mott
select pan at the city- east the lat
.. ecoreilient I,, bealabliki
North Port Sy•lem. R.Ouldas II 
harmony is Italia ma,tes.
bo.,g,;ut grata rv and he.0 .1 els**, fat itswis.,Thelv
roams, Molt% or **suf.. LAM tallith( meant
us# surdas OliirPoo Pau tram n
olo, lotHal!.sem Anent catalog. Kes•Y 
cam that •PPaalt
rest t ul cotel, yet withht qabetse'wan at bisstne.o. r
eggacr.
!*.t '17, /stroCkS away InSmimics 
tisk* von to Oa 'hap.
Mpg It. pasateg .5 &parting tbertr•a. 
free,
.w. Nova Ilhash
EDGE WOOD' DAIRY FARMS
Producers of
"CERTIFIED MILK AND CREAM"
The only dairy in Western Me
ntality producing
TIFIED SANITARY MIL} AN
D CREAM:* from Tested
Jersey Cows. Retire herd tested Snd found
 fn. Irmo tuber-
entails and ell other disease.
Milk and Cream delivered in 
Sterilized elate* bottles, free
from (vatamination and filth.
The ONLY dairy in 1le
erneken county bola tirbon
strietly SANITARY printiplee.
Orders for Milk arld Cream promp
tly Attended II. Tele
phoue,1189 3 old phone.
Our motto: '.Not the cheapest but the beet."
.A vimit to our dairy will eonvine
e(yon of this. Visiting
hours from 2 to 5 p. m.











Good work! Whew! - but this
"4,41 rooting proposition Is thirst raising-
4t. _ makes* man hot too; and the excite-
ment of it leaves you dizzy and frazzled.,
What you heed is a long, coos glass f;r beide of
•.** •
GET THE GERM&
Ni,thing else re:t( hes the dry spi)ts as it does ind lsy the tim•
yon'vr finished it ynii will he as ( ttol and calm and comfort-




















Announces His Candidacy P'or
the Legislature Again.
C.
lie- elm Luse (he 1,1. tie
Eired Tonlatis by I "I.
liud
Ha air, BRYAN IS SURE









in beky or faded. Promotes a lux-
uriant growth of healthy hair.
Stops its falling out, and positively
removes Dandruff. Keeps hair
soft and glossy. Is not a dye.
i epee CO Newark. N. J.
However. Not of His Platiorus,
He Would Write.
Drift Toward teineervatbon In the
l'arty I, More Marked ate Time
N. are for cenneutivii.
""T"'". '4 4*' "T"Km.r. 
Ftitt 
cake of HARFINA juil"4"
SOAP with each bot-
tie and this ad. for 54k. at the
following 'druggists:
W. B. el'PHERSON.
Hon.' Eugene' Graves has ate
nounced to his friends that he will
be a candidate for re-election to the
legislature. Mr. Graves stands for
the nomination of the Democratic
party on nis record for true blue De-
nlecracY, and It is believed mkt Mr.
Graved...will have an easy race as
there has net been a rumor of any
other 'Wry. le the legislature Mr.
Graves has made a splendid record,
and deserves consideration at: the
hands of his party.
arst gun of the political cam-
paign will tome of this evening at
the market house, when Co:. Bud
Dale. the genial candidate for
sheriff, will make an address to the
peters. Doubtless a large crowd
ef voters wrl be on hand to smell
the first powder of the light. Tne
light for sheriff will be Interesting.
and many big guns will be ex-
ploded before the polls are counted.
pER. A oc Br.(
Mrs. Luther Hart. of Hickman,
has returned home after a visit. to
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Hart of Madison
street.
THE GLASS PLANT .
WII.L RE SOLD TOMORROW IF NO
ofelEtefloNN ARM FILED.
"440 • of Sotillit•ria iis-enut
rot' nit Irur•titiort• 1'0.
(.5-...
As no objections have been re
(*.red by ,Jge E. W.1 Web). ref-
eree in laanuptcy. to the sale of
the Padecali (Lass compan). he Nein
lisle- an ,order tomorrow permitting
Trustee A. J. Decker to *ell the
p ant to the highest bidder.. The
trustee filed a petition two weeks
ego asking authority to sell the
plebe and as no objections of the
et-teeters hay* been received the sale
will be ,held.
_ In the case of the Southern Pea-
nut eomparo. bankrupts. bits directed
AttOrney J.• Campbell Flournoy to
tarn $273 to Trustee A. E. Boyd.
Mr. Britt. of the company, paid the
• mohey to the attorney who did not
went to pri.e up the money on the
groumia that it was not the property
or the -oompany but all Judge Walter
vans has sustained Judge Bagby
the money will be added to the los-
tate.
Trustee JohnRock, of the Paducah
Furniture Manufacturing company.
has received notice from Jude* Han-
by to prepare for declaration of a
t•n per rent dividend for diatribe-
' me among the creditors of the
ni pan e
.1 IMAM ser.
A basket dinner was given Baader
at the old Armstrong house an the
1..avelacevIlle road. A most eajoyabie
day was spent. This old log house
is about slaty years old. one of the
oldest la this county. The dilutes
was gives In honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Coleman. Among thole Pelmet
were: Mr. and Mn. Henry Coleman.
Mr and Mee. Will (bleats', Mr. and
Mrs. Frank ;Melber. KT. and Mrs.
'Hobert Lilley, Misses Irlorenee Cole-
mars, Katie Leant, Meade Lee Cole-
mite, Gertrude Peyton, Meters. Tom
(Wetness. Pinto! Tapecatt. Frank
lilberron. Jack VVfittelauf, Aubno




Jo meet eagles are direct results
o' WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
YLAMSIATION OF THE BLAD-
Deo The strain on the Kid-
ova and Inflamed membranes







Two doses* give relief, and
one box all cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, curse
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregularities of the
Kidney and Bladder In both
men and women. Sold at 60
Cants a bat on the No Cure No
Pay basis by IlePherson's drug
store,. Fourth sod Broad Way,
vote agents for Padnesh, or eat




rirt.:e. FLAT TURNS TURTLE AND
DRISHItiITh 141.t1).
4,000 Bushels of Coal Lost From a
Ituseell Lord Harge in Tefiges-
mew River.
Just as the Russell Lord war ready
to pull out for White river yesterday
morning, a fuel fiat containing 4,11110
bushels of Pittsburg coal wheel the
jassell was gong to take with her.
turned turtle and all the coal was
tort in the Tennesse•.- ri.er. 1"hee
watchmen failed to notice that the
flat had a treat deal of water In it
and needed pumpink out, this was
the cense of the eat ;ever turning.
The flat vas turned. rigert side up
this morieng but the coal can not be
recovered. The las of the coal wili
amount to $4.110. The Russell Lord
114 p4paring to leave for the Mete
rl.er after a tow of ties, today, for
the Ayer & Lord Tie company. All
the hiss is to the Ayer '& Lord Tie
cantimoY•
AfUtANtiEMENTS FOR ST.1TE
CONVENTION tile W. C. T. I'.
The entnntittee of th •
Wernen's Christian Temperance
riven' held a bueineee meeting )es-
terday afternoon and urrangem-nte
'were discussed for the reeeption of
the state conveutan whleh will meet
:a Paducah September 27,-29'. Mrs.
'florathy Eager was 1.:e.Z.I0d general
chairman of all subordinate commit-
tees. Vonneitt.•s eri•te septet:Ted to
net a place -for the meeting lied other
details.
If a man has sense he sees other
Ming. In life besides dollars.
e leosema is Now tearable.
A St. 1,011is chemist. after many
Years eef careful experimenting and
Investigation. has discovered a siniphe
remedy that has (tired hundreds o
cases of eczema that had been pro-
nounced ineural).e. This chemist be-
lieved that eczema and all itching
skin diseases were cf local origin
and were caused th• germs which at-
tacked and fed on the skin. He be
gin to search for a remedy that
would destroy these germs, and
found that by "combining the active
principles of oertain well known vege-
table drugs. and-applying them local-
ly, the ant application stopped the
itchieg and burning, and if used per-
sistently would drive all germs and
their poisons tp the oolitic° of the
albs and destroy theta, leaving a
Ake, clear, healthy skin. He gave
WS remarkable remedy the sugges-
tive name of Zeuto, and since its in-
troductiou to the pubic 7.emo has
proved a very popular remedy and
Is today recognized the most success-
ful and meritorious remedy ever pro-
duced for the relief and cure of ec-
zema and all diseases of the skin and
scalp.
Mr. 'Will J. Gilbert, the druggist,
endorses and recolumeeds %eine and
says that he believes Stem° to be an
honest medicine and will do all that
Is Calmed for it
^
rixrrottm
New York, June 23.—A special
Z==e-e•
di,eateh from _Washington to the Her
eel is as follows:
"While William J. Bryan has been Master (who has hadgetting all the delegates; for himself the turf is very lumpy."as the Ikence?ratic candidate for PITS- Gardener: -Ale it may look se from here, sir, butident at the Denver national convent was to walk about on it you'd soon see the difference!"
lion, and will have a walk-over, it is 
THE GARDENER'S SUGGESTION.
tescoming ekmr thet there will be a
great contest over the platform.
"Mr. Bryan expects to write the
platfcrm as well as name the ticket.
He can name the' head of the ticket.
and will perhaps do Fa by the unani-
mous vote of the conventi6n.
"The Herald's impartial summery
of preconvention conditions shows
that with only the four states of Mon-
tane. (. erste. North Carolina (Peet/and Vermont to elect. Mr. Bryan al-
ready has 691 instructed deletes.
Two-thirds of the convention, which
he will need to be nominated, is 672.
Be has 1 4 delegates who are expect-
ed to vote for him, and of Wine all
are proneved except Nen. York, with
75 delegates.
Has Plenty of Delegates.
"Leaving out New York, he there-
fore has instructed or pledged. 767
di legatee. His strength this week
will be augmented b) the 62 dele-
gates to be chosen in the four states
enumerated above, which will give
Kim a grand total of 9147. inelnding
New _York, or x29 without New
York.
'No power can aim beat Mr. Dry-
an except Mr. Bryan himself. He can
prevent his own nontlyation by Oh:t-
itle the 'alike' and demanding that. in
the interests of harmony, the conven-
tion take some other standard-bearer.
-Many elates watt Mr. Iliryare but
they deb-t want to see any menee fan-
tastic uttfranees like those which
marked the ptatform of 1e96. Thus
Conuecticut wants Mr. Bryan, but it
desires moderation. Georgia, which
will probably vote for Mr. Bryan. hos
swung teiward eoneervatism. Dela-
ware will want a platform on which
.Judge Gray eould stand if he were th•
nominee Practically everybody in
the east will make a struggle to get
a dechuition which will bring Dem-
ocrats to the eupport of the Nehlets-
kan if he !tenets on running.
Want' moderate Platform.
"Maine. part of Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, N'ermient, New ,York
New Jeretey. a part of Maryland. Vlr-
nitsla and WON Virginia. ivy all ex-
pected to bid fur a moderate' plat-
form. Kentucky and vlrginia are In-
structed for Mr. Rutin. They would
like to see something radical- in the
platform..
-It ia evident from Leryan's
criticism of the Republican national
Y LIVEN
"1 dad Cast:aro. •o f and that I would not Ziairlilow then. I so. tr•••11•1 a great lcgil %Nigoiled Iher and kradacks. Noy Bloom taking!aararets Candy C•tbartie I re•I very sa.elk Innershall c.rt•tely repos:nu...id time to ay bun&• thy to,a rnedtelne I hart ••er sevn "ass. Saalsea, etimarvaL111 ?Ia. S. fall Aim, Masa
ES eat For
The bowels
FASION}. Potoot TsatgOnold goat,%my aleston, IN. Or Ng. Went
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. Gat
hINUAL SALE, TEl MILLION BOXES
Platform that be expects• to steer ,
clear of the compromises which talk
ed the work of the Chicago conven-
tion and put through tgactly the dec-
laration of prruciples that he himself
will prepare. .
"Hie enemies in the. convention.
some of them compelled to vote rot
him, think that Bryan can be'placed
in a JOhnoon platform. The platform
is always made 1)--fore the candidate
is choieen. Some of them, no doubt,
are hoping that they may be able to
so frame' the platform that Mr. Bryan
will not went to, run.
"This is the second step of thee-eLeee
lies. They have already manipulated
matters so that the control of the na-
tional committee will probably re-
main in the hands of conserves.
Now, if they can modify Mr. Bryan
as to the platform, they will consider
they have saved something out of the
wreck.
"It is the platform that the opposi-
tion leaders are now thinking about
rather than candidates."
lawn reiald)i "Your mistress and I both think that
If you and th• m.vaits
HETTY HAS A RIVAL
MRS. MARY ELAABETH JONES
MAY BE HICHP.ST WOMAN.
Would Buy Land in (Ilk's tied Al-
ready Pais Tavel. in Every
State but Tease.
New York, June 23.—The rieflest
'woman in America--or in- die world
—may not be Mrs. Hetty Green. The
greatest land owner in America may
not be one of the Amore. These are
conclusions /that probably would be
reached if the Green stifeAstor pos-
resa:ons could be valued correctly and
figures compared ,Ivith those which
would represent the vast wealth of
Mrs. Mary Elleabeth Jones, of New
York aid Cold tepriage Harbor. Long
Island.Diagrams with Animal Semites.
Truth is stranger than fiction in
the animal kingdom, as_ well as •in
Other departments of creation, and a
liberal allowance should be Made for
the Immensity al facts. Snake stories
and fish stories are admitted to have
a domain of their own. The sea ser-
pent has Its season, and queer .things
are hauled up in ocean soundings.
Not all the earth has been explored.
One of the charms of hunting dan-
gerous or wily beasts is that no two
days' experiences are alike, and no
two who take part in them could
describe them In exactly the same
way. A .spentsman who would say
that whee be sat out of view he saw
a monkey change into a man would
be hooted down: but science assert;
that -there has been, with time
enough allowed, a transformation of
this nature. Time is not a mire
but quite a humdrum article, be
magic in the case. If science speaks
truly, is imerely a lapse of years.
Animal sories might be labeled as
articles of diet are under the pure
food law. A Jam formerly supposed
to be unadulterated may square itself
by parsing on an announcement that
it contains :IS per cent of glucose and
benzoate of soda. A hunter would
have a right to put on his label the
extent to which he is habitually af-
fected by buck ague. As for fisher-
men, they will be a disappointment if
not untamable. An escaping fish as
4 gives its. farewell flap certainly
looks bigger than any on the string.
%all' an angler consult a table of
averages rather than his own eye?
What greaterecharm is there In Vic-
tor Hugo than that be saw everything
in epic proportions? Give the image
nation a chance. It is one of the
great substantlals in tales about ani-
mated nature.--Olobe-Democrat. I
Miller Cottage and Annex
Its 15 11 George Irene Capita 21S.
Atlantic City, N J.
INoted for its excellent table. ScOptelona cleanliness, pleasant roOms andpervading air of home-like comfortDance room. The house is eleetrio
llithteel throughout. Rates el dally;
iiti weekly and OD until July let.
J. 49 F. L. NIXON.
dkh
Further than that the nodal crown
f America, long held by the Afters
y reason of their wealth, would be-
long to Mrs. Jones"( she chose to
claim it, for her fortune is doubtless
greater and her lineage in this coun-
try runs a century further back. She
is related also far and near to nearly
every one of the great families in New
York and New England, whose names
are written large on the pages of
Arnerieen history from the days of
coionial wars to now.
Halm No Land a .Tesse.
Probably no one, not even Mrs.
Jones herself, could, say accurately
heir great la her datime. N•lir mea-
1,' In land, She seknowledges he
owns and pays taxes on land in every
school district on Long Island, In
nearly •every county In New York
rtate, and In'every state in theunion
except Texas.
The property immediktely 'sur-
rounding tbUold manor house at Cold
oprIng Harbor, where she lives in
eetetzler. Is worth millions of dollars.
Her husband, Dr. Living-Stone Jones,
is also a great land owner, but his
Poneceillons fall far short of his wife's
Then there is the Jones senate which
la owned by some twenty-five heirs,




VETERAN GOES TO DANVILLE,
Captain Ed McOprmack, a veteran
of the Civil war, is preparing to go
to Danville. Ill,, where he will enter
the Old Soldiers' Home to spend the
rest of his life. Captain MeCormack
served throughout the war in the fed-
eral army, and his bravery was never
questioned. For many years he was
connected with thestreet department,
an$ has been fatnillar figure aboet
the city hall.
Several weeks, ago leaptaln McCor-
mack had a stroke of paralysis which
affected his lower limbs so that it was
difficult for hint to walk, and is now
partially paralysed. He will go to
the home where he will receive every
attenelon. '
Tbe Evening Stan--10c • Week,
Choice of Complete Advertising, Civil
Service, Book-keeping, Sterography





For young man and young woman in The
Sun's Great Voting Contest. See list of
prizes on nother page for particulars.
ill 11 ALIA "
Art
I. C. S. Instruction Building and Printery.
FACTS ABOUT TIM I. C.S.„Capital, $41,006.000. (wet of Rotklisers, $1530,000.• Totel Phew Space of Buildings. 7 \amber of Frigpitryetc. g.700.
NIII1Nbei of coarsen. noff.Mail
3011,0:1. /10.- - 
tter Hatidled each day, %mount Spent Annually for improvingpieces 1 and retorting thew Textbooks andCote of Preparation Of Textbooks and instruction Papere. 112-141,0041.histructioa Papers, 111,300,000.
Over ?GOAN) I. C. '15..students have been awarded Diplomas or baremade considerable progress in the advanced subjects of their Courses ofetudy; 22.5.0010 more have completed Mathematics, Physics, Drawing sadother preliminary subjects with the a.sititanee of the fateulty of tbetfechooLe, and several hundred thousand others, without wending In wretteeexercises for correction, have successfully pursued their studies from opunique home-study Textbooks,
I. C. S. TESTBOOKS
Easy to Learn Easy to Remember Easy toApply
bliAS1' TO LEARN Beteuse- they are simple, clear, conchs, matt.EASY TO KE31EMBER. Because each Course is a logical chain. toremember one link Is to remember the chain.







































fly- F.disou Repeating Phenegrupla—Preparation for C. O. tivil
Service ExesidastJeine
•
A postal to the Schools will bring fnll information on any of abovecourses. You incur no obligation by writing.
GEA)ItkilA SLAY RE FREE FOR ALL
On Nee of Choler of National Demo-
crack. Delegates It 11.0010.7 as if
They Will Be Uninetructed. •
A t lama, Ga., Julie 2,3.--4g tsie eve
of the assembling of delegate• to rati-
fy the primary election for catulidate•
on the state ticket, and to select dele-
gates to the national eonveottan,
Georgia Democrats' choice for 'nese-
dent is much in diSubt.
As it looks now, the delegation to
Denver will go uninstructed. Bryan
and Johnson both are talked ref. and
either may get indorsetnent, but it is
thought the Crackers will be in the
free for all class.
The state meeting will be called
here Tuesday noon. The- delegates*large probably will be &beet H. Oae.
P. W. Meldrim, T W Loylese and W.
8. West,
DeWitt'; Little Early Ethalltat the fa-
mous liver are sold bt all drag.gists.
Paper Manufacturers ?heed.
New York, June 22. -Feder*,
Judge 'Hough today fined twenty Mks
ufacturers of mantle fibre paper $1.-
OW) each on pleas of runty of violet-
lag the antletrust law.
Before committing a mean act a
Min usually marufartnres whet
conieders a good O'icuse for It. ,eireseis.a.e.......eassanseasismessissia




TTTE k DT'CA n Yr/ENING S. r • SWOTS %V, .11"fr_ .
InbePaducab Sun
ANTILDNONIN AND WEEKLY
TIM ax's rvituusause cestresiT,
tieesepseeseaL)
Tr. P. FIIIMICK. PV•616/404.
. H. a Pavrosi, theaseel aniussegoe.
Metered at the postale.* at Paducah




Be lawri*r. per week .. .14
Hg ramal• per month, In advance.. .34
Ey man, In a4vance....81114per year.
THE WEEKLY 14311
Per year, by mall, postage paid .11.114
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ey.
Office, 115 Mouth Third. Phone 368.
Payne and Young. Chicago and New
York Reepresentaterea
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing plasma!












I.. -s.4640 16 4769
I... —4497 18 4833
6 4601 19 4894
6 4518 20 4$47
4 4545 21 '  4874
7 4562 22 4870
I 4586 23 4874
9 4614 25 4868
11 4835 26 4863
13 4650 27 4813
1$ 4668 28 4827,
14  4704 29 4856
18... 4716 ite.....'is..- 41171
,
Total 112838
Average for May, 1918 4735
Average for May, 1967 3972
•
Increase  753
Personally appeared before me, this
lupe 3. 1908. R. D. MacMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun, who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
'elation of The Sun for the month of
May, 1908, Is true to the best of his
knOwledge and belief.
No commission expires January




The life of every man Is a diary
In which he means to write one
story and writes another; and his
humblest hour is when he compares
the volume as it is with what he
vowed to make IL—J. M. Barrie.
„
OUR MUNICIPALITIES.
Is American municipal life a suc-
cess? There are not lacking critics
who say it Is a failure. The belief
that something better can be cle-
rked has found expression in the
L/eiveston plan. which Is better
mown as the Commission system of
Municipal governmeet.
This system does not destroy The
*presentative principle, but abolish-
* the somewhat ponderous double-
egislative board system of the aver-
ige city and town. Usually fire
nen are selected by the voters from
ihe city at large, and these manage
:be municipality. It has been tried
With apparent success In a number
sf cities, principally in the west
where new ideas find the readiest
seceptance.
But It has not been adopted with
I, rusb, and the present system seems
good enough to an overwhelming ma-
lorIty. So long as the representa-
tive principle is sot lost, It is merely
a question of efeciency. in a choice
between the two. The main thing
about our municipal life, as distin-
guished from continental city gov-
ernments, is the source of its au-
thority. Here the Individual citi-
zen has a voice; there the so-called
upper classes, direct the affair,.
Our system undoubtedly turns
out a more independent, self-think-
ing, and free-acting citizen. It is
a success for the reason that it sad-
dles the Individual with the responsi-
bility of self-government, makes
him think, form an opinion, and act.
He may think illogically, form a
fallacious opinion and act unwisely.
but the ea/sea who does all three
even thus, is superior to the citizen
who bag some one else to do them
for him, however excellent the sub-
stitute may be. Whatever changes
may be made In our system. it should
be in form and not In substance
THE COUNTRY'S TRADE RAG-
ANCE.
On• of the encouraging thinge,
which the fiscal year 19013 will show
will be • batance in our foreign trade
which will break all the records. Our
exports for the eleven months ended
with May, as shown by the official
fignree now at hand. have been larger
than for any previous correeponding
period, while our Imports have fallen
off from last year. The brassiere on
our side of the eleven months is
1412.0i00,000. The present month
will probably increase this figure to
the extent of at feast $96,0110,0000.
tn sr dealings With the outride
world in the Mogi year 1111)7 we sold
$445, OM*. MOO more than we boss 511
Large as that h g margin is, It has
been exceeded seven times in the past.
all within recent years The largest
Wince on orle side which has ever
rolled up was that of 1107. which
was $ get snoosono. That of 1908 will
be in the neighborhood of $6110,010.r.-
0414. Although the redaction in Our
imports hair been heavy, there is •
liair prospect that our total foreign
Nada exports ad imports, will erosie
J
the 62,009,0000vO(JO Use. That mark
wee never touched until 1907. when
the aggregate wade was gi.rith.oim).
NM. This year it will be klmly to at
beyond the $24044.1100,600 mark
though DO( far.
The pontifical organs, sometimes
termed newspapers, are always ready
to render their tunes. Last 'Week.
from Democratic instruments we
heard such remarks as Now Roose-
velt will proceed to have his man
Friday, otherwise Taft, duly MUD-
Dated for president and lac:dental!)
write the platform for him" This
week and next the Republioans will
come back with "Mr. Bryan's conven-
tion is aW cut and dried, ee process
carefully attended to by himself; he
Is sawing out the last of his planks
for his platform and will go througb
the form of duly eominating himself,
and construct/es the platform in a
few days." Such are the joys of
journatism and kUleriCan politics.
The appointment of Mr. Alex. Kirk
land as city auditor by /itra.yor 9m1th,
announcement of which was made
Last night. Is but fitting recognition
of the aervices of a most excellent of-
&dal. Mr. Kirkland, to borrow an
expression from the showy folks. is
always on the job, looking out for
the city's interests. He is in complete
touch with all the decals of the city
government and, is alwase corteous
and attentive in the performance of
the duties of his office.
A HINT FROM MARSHFIELD
An ordinance passed by the com-
mon council of Marshfield, Wis., pro-
vieds for the capture and photograph
lug of any resident of that place ids
pdged by the council to be an
habitual drunkard, and further 'de-
cress that duplicate prints made
from the resulting negative shall be
posted conspicuously in all the sa-
loots' of the city.
Thns we are again reminded that
our own efforts in the line of civic
betterment and reform too often lack
the force of novelty and the inspira-
tion of genius. It is to the verdant
fields of our native, land that we
must go for the true iniative spirit
and the reform that brings results
What, for instance. Is our city or-
dine's*, protesting against and pro-
viding a nominal punishment for the
thoughtlese, utscleght oteatlenion who
expectorates in public places. as cola-
pared' with the Marshlield method
of humiliating the town drunkard?
How, much Wore effective would
become our lawful' protests against
the Individual *hose foul ond bias-
hemous language in public placer;
!Limits women ind Instructs boys if
he could be 'photographed and dis-
played.
Picture the immediate clearing up
of the State street curbs and corners
that would follow the establishment
of a public frank containing counter-
Set presentments of the leering
mashers who Infest that thorough-
fare!—Citicago Tribune
WITH THE FWINY MAN.
A woman is as sensitive about losr
freckles as a man Is shout a Loi:41
head.
Hardly.
Mrs Puritan HOW do ou eke It In
there?
Her Husband — to nal see. we
making any kiek about ft, do you?
"Fswin' wood. boy
Tired Tiffin, in disgust.
food!"
"(1'wan." retorted Dusty Rhodes,




The Pearling et Renienee.
Hubby- Do you remember, dear, bow
I used to serenade you during Moire
moonlit summer nights?
Wlfey- Tee. I remember Now you
surly snore.
Retired EartS.
Mr. Berebeigh—Were you up late
last night?
Rhe—No. ,1 war rather expecting






(Oontinued free bet Issue.)
The sun went down, losing itself
among the keys and waters of the
farther west, before, a bugle gave a
quick imperative summons and the
toilers dropped their tools for the
evening meal. Many of the officers,
some of them grimy and stained with
work, their linen no longer immacu
late, and their hair unkempt, came
aboard the gunboat for dinner. They
ate hurriedly like men lo the field, and
one by oats with scant apology to
their fellow diners, disappeared. Norma
was almost the last to leave the cable
and appear on deck, which to her sur-
prise was vacant. Even as she glanced
OPP:‹011101.1117:1: 0:401k -4;11




Great Cases of Machinery-Swung Up
from the Holds,
aloes its deserted length there crone a
whistle from the shore
Darkness had descended abruptly
and piled Its blackness over the la
lends and the seas.of the tropics. The
palm trees and shrubbery out to tie
west were silhouetted against MO last
faint light of day and from the
swamps of the island came the
cries of night fowl, the whir eadi
chirruping noise of insect We.,!
and the monotonous croaking of
frogs. Swinging here and there in
erratic circles, like fairies of Use jun-
gle carrying lighOod *Warns. weal tiet
fireflies on alreleee jounleyings, ant
few but many thousands of them, as
if in a wild dance of curiosity, looking
through the night to learn what moa-
ner of things these were that had
come upon them so suddenly, ripped
away their forests and built strange
mansions in their solitudes.
It was not this, however, that
chained her attention High up over
this mushroom city where all had been
silent and darkening when she went
below, now gleamed myriad lights
strung as by a genii of the lamp while
:others rested from their toil White,
flaring streaks of brilliance thrust
spearlike rays into the gloom, Ulunalse
stir* below them the creation of a
day. From the distance came the
steady hum of steam driven dynamos,
telling with monotonous insistence
that there would he no cessation until
the last spike was driven, the last
chine set and the last belting
Into this spot of the night began OD
come black figures answering the can
of the sires, On a sudden, as If by
precuncerted• signal. the echoes agate
awoke to the clang of hammers On
steel and the hum of voices In com-
mand hike weird pygmies doomed- Do
twist their thews In never-ending et•
;on, she saw them resume their 'un-
completed task, exerting themselves
Unceasingly for Its accomplishment
A launch which had come alongeide
.nt some errand was sputtering spas-
modically at the foot of the ladder
below as if impatient to be off She
boarded it, and in a Ow minutes a
smart young naval officer stepped into
the stern, gave a curt order, and they
raced away toward the shore.
"Ah. good evening, Mtge Roberts."
he said, suddenly epyInfOtter. "Loots
log for your fathet, Who went ashore
sewhile ago, I presume! I'm 'dug
right la his direction, and will be glad
to told. you." He seemed too busy
for further conversation, and almost
before the boat had some to a atop
sprang to the shingle sieleoffered his
hand. • •
Through steadily working groups of
Tiles, past unitalehed buildinge, and
over lighted floors where machloists
wrought with I s and wrenches,
they went to the far side of the tamp-
liere were officers with coats vast
off and sleeves rolled up, and labor-
ers In overalls latent on setting a
huge blast furnace; and In the verf
heart of this activity, besmirched with
dirt, his hat discarded and his shirt
thrown open, she found her father.
Not even he with all his weight of
years could resist this terrific call of
energy. She stood anti watched for •
few mlateles while he, the master
spirit of the srpup. directed the work.
It seemed to have passed its toitical
point. and after, some final instruc.
does to tile engineer in charge he
straightesed up and looked round
-1121K_PeeeS-P the &181160.81." ea%
walking toward her and looking foodly
into her eyes. Eke kaaought him to
rest, aed her appeals were seconded
by those of the officers who feared
for the physical strength of this man
on whom so much depended. and who
would have guarded him as a precious
)evtokot untold worth He prutested
at first, aud then, like one waking from
a dream and suddenly conecious of •
great weariness, made no objection
when the rear admiral, whe now
looked like a workman, put his hat
upon hla bead and tendered him his
coat. H•,permitted them to throw it
over his shoulders, and finally, with •
look of Malaita, satisfactiou at the
growing structure before bins, toot
his daughter's arm and tramped away.
He was an old man again, yielding
the tribute of age to the toil of youth.
They boarded the boat and sought
their cabins; but even as they retired
there came to them through the open
portholes, like a lullaby, the sounds
of unremitting labor intermingled with
the lap of waves on the coral beach.
The first creative step toward a na.
Hone' victory and supremacy bad been
taken it a day, even while the war
cloud across western seas was gath-
ering strength for its overcast; and,
waiting, wondering, and expectant. the
world was unaware
(Te be oonthr-vd in neat Inoue.)
MAJESTIC POMPOUS
Wait TIM WEDDING (ke Miffs
itriD TO IMOD agtritm.
hilts Edward, Fitrehts 1:ittita.imatittro
mitt Solembere of Royal
Mingle With (howl..
london, Jun.- 23.— II lee Jeanne
Reid. daughter of Whitelaw Reid. the
Arnerkan ambassador, was married
this afternoon In Rt. James Palates
to Hon. John Hubert Ward, Klieg Ed-
ward's equery, and brother of Earl
Dudley.. It was the most majeutie
and astnpous ceremony since the
Prince of Wales married. The King,
Queen, Prince and PrIncees of Wales
anti other members of the English
r.oYai Orend Duke Weikel.
of !Weida. all the ambassadors and
intimate friends and relatives of the
Reek were guests. Mies Jennie
ti,I•ctoke, the bride's 'cousin, was maid
of !senor. Co]. Holford. the best man.
rht Pages carried the bride's train.
The presents are the finest ever seen
In England outside of a royal mar-
riage. Following the ceremony a
recepLon was held at N orch est e r
House. the Reids matridon. The cou-
ple *started on their honeymoon. which
will last until 'September, when thee
will then (Preppy the home of Earl
Dudley
COOLER WEATHER
14813M 'SEM STRICKEN (IOU NTH!.
TONIGHT OR TOMORROW
BY OBSERVERS.
I- , Tte-re HAVC 1'r...i-
gnition. in Paulo, nit s
Four days running, Padurah has
experienced a temperature of 94 and
though the fit,' has become 1,,,Me-
what hardenbd to the excessive heat
much eomplaini is still heard on all
sides. Relief, however, is pre-
dicted by the Washington headquar-
ters of the weather bureau, to strike
this section by Wednesday. The
weather telegram Meta) advised pes-
aible showers tonight with a cooling
off in temperature. It is the most
interesting and welcome news for
most people, that the newspapers
will publish today.
While Paducah usually runs h gh
In temperature, no city In the coun-
try has leas prostration* from the
heat. Not a one has been reported
%.111 this spell, and this is all the more
remarkable in view of the smidenness
of the change into hot weather.
During the summer months there are
hover a halt-dozen prostration@ in
the eft,. This morniag started off
with a temperature 9f 79.
The weather bureau today Issued
the following bulletin predicting a
break In the hot wave throughout
the country:-
"The warm wave that now covers
the country generally east of the
Rocky Mountains will break over the
Plains States Tuesday, over the Mk-
oherrIppi Valley and the western lake
region Wednesday. In the Ohio vale
:ey and eastern lake region Wednes-
day night, and in the Atlantic States.
Thurgilay. Local rains and thunder-1.
storms will attend the advent oft
cooler weather in the several sectionsl
named Moderate temperature will'
be experienced over the eastern part
of the country during the closIngi
days of the week."
CHURNS DAY 1 5N1) AN 01,11 lihRINIKINV SINGING]
AT REIDLAND SUNDAY.
The Rev. T. f. Dwelt Arranges an Is-
ellt.4ing Program of Esercises
sad Rig leather.
Children's Day, old southern har-
mony singing, herbs-roe anti hand-
shaking, will occupy a full dro at
Itsediand church in the counts next
Sunday. The 'Rev. T. J. Owen has ar-
ranged the day's program and hair as-
surances of a large attendance. De-
ere*** by the chilore* loin begin at
141:30 o'clock Sunday morning, fol-
lowed at noon by an old-fashioured
country hand-shaking and barbecue
dinner. The old southern harmony
singing will begin at 1:30 o'clesek
led by the county's beet ringers. In
the morning A. A. Wok*, a tole-
hotted singer of modern gongs, will
lead the music. Miss So Flimsies- will
play • violin solo. 
•
JOHN D. SMI7 H
Expert Accountant and Auditor
DEVISES and INSTALLS the latest and wort
improved up-to-date Method, of Amount-
ing in any LINE of BUSINESS.
CONSULTATION Cost You NOTHING
Will Post, Examine, Sys!einatize and Audit Hooka by
tbe day, week or Jun.
Charges Moderate Highest Iltiefor•ace
Agent for Minim* bowie beef hedgers and other
Loose Leaf System.
Room 104 Trueheart Building, 524 Broadway
Oilier Phone 511-1f. Residence Ph... 896.
English Tourist —This climate is
very healthy, Isn't it?
Westerner- Oh! yes.
English Tourist—What are the
thi•gs to avoid out here if One wishes
to keep in perfect health?
Westerner- Mullets, k ti!v es
rope.---filustrated Bits.












Given Under the Anspice• of the Woman's Club.
Admission 25c Reserved Seats 25c Extra
Seats on sale at all hotels •nd at Gilbert's,
McPherson's and Wallier's Drug Store.
Notice to Property Owners. ,
Tiv, Inspection of the concrete ',We-
walks combined c rb and wetter on
Tennessee street in Third street to
Twelfth street, will'he made on Wed-
nesday' afternoon, June 24th, 1408. at
3 o'clock, for work done by Contrac-
tor 0. W. Katterjohn. Abutting
property owners are nottned accord-
ingly
DOA RD 0'9' PUBLIC WORKS
By 7.. F. Kolb, SPerotary,






In beautiful Grew try
Heights.
if
A MS Diamond ling
Displayed at Wolff S.
A $300 Nino 4
Displayed at W. T. 14.iller's
A $150 in Furniture
At Uarner lit..
A DV leggy aid lands
At Powell Rogers.
Will be given away. 'abso-
lutely free to the most
popular men and w men 
in Paducalr-Jand vicinity.
These are but a kw of the prizes.
Read the full particulars on










i 141S..+4if . .ble..0.elDW4Ylril Tirrt .1,4roi1 EH AHD BCPfS
VOU mothers would save your-
'selves lots of trouble and worry
if you would bring your boys down
here for their summer outfits. We
worried over what to get them
when it was cool, and are now
prepared to sell you the gapnents




-Forms for real estate agents for
aide at this ogle*.
-1)r. Gilbert, osteopaths 40044
Broadway. Phone 11/6.
-We cal give ebu the finest car-
riages in the city for wedding. bail
and theater sells. Our prices are low-
er than those charged for like service
in any city to America. Our service
is se. ond to none, and the best in this
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
- V.L Page's short order restau-
brat, 123 South Seemol.
Fur facial masisage, swills) treat-
ment and a/Lampooning end for the
full nee ol the Franco-Anterken
Hygienic Toilet requisites. consult
Mrs. Buhr. 021 'Monroe.
-for house numbers, door plates,
brass stenesis. brass and aluminum
cheeks of an kinds, rubber type signs,
markers. Iles The Diamond Stamp
Works, 116 South Third. Phone 38.
-Cameras, Cameras, Cameras, and
kodak supplies of all kinds at R. D.
Clements & Co.
-- We have Just received a tiew
stock of metal devil/es, at all prices
C 1.. srunson & . 5211 Broadway.
- To rid your chicks. house of
mites and nee. use Lee's lice biller
U 3. Yeel, Seed co. 
•
-Tickets for the Mike-Chees-
e Checker-Wtdet club bail game on
sale at Oilbert's drug store.
--City subscribers to The Daffy
Ilea who WM the delivery of Omit
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sundyilice. No attention will
be paid to-itscb orders whew give.
I' carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Juat received a complete line of
paltner's perfeme and toilet water
drugstore. en? Broadway.
-'The Teepee. Israel Sisterhood
will glee as lee cream supper Tues-
day evening, .Pu'ne 23. In vacant lot.
Seventh and Broadway. Ice cream
cones and a fish pond to delight the
children will be there. .The patronage
silk. public is kindly solicited.
=Nest Friday evening the mem-
bers of the Easters Star will 1,0 to
Brookport. where a reception will be
gives by the Brookport women for
Paducah There will be degree
Cork, and after the exercises a ban-
Otte( pu be given. Besides the
hospitality of Brookpoet. It • will be
a pleasant ride on the river. as the
meant•erst will leave the wheel at 7
o'clock on a chartered launch, and
will return at midnight.
--Cikrerew Formed, the three-year-
and-slx-montheold von of Mr. and
Mrs Ger:rge 'H. Forrest. of ORrieo's
addition. d:ed keit Right at
o'cksyk of croup The funeral will be
at itrookpert at ". o'clock this after-
noon,
- Byron Dowse, of 1939 Broad
street, hyi pawed the civil service ex-
amination sad was appointed a sub-
'Mute leter farrier le the Padua*
poetotike.
- -Tb. Charity club has elos.-d its
Fine Cigars
in a Fine Case
It is no old saying filet
clothes do not make the
Ens ,," hut shill it (vines to
cigars, and the facilities for
storing them and keeping
them in condition, the re-
verse is e. You can take
the best cigar in the world
and, unless it is kept just
moist enough, the bouquet is
entirely lost.
We have jolt installed the
finest and largest cigar came
and humidor in West Ken-
tucks The growth -of our
cigar holiness and the im-
mense stock which we wry
made it neees•ary, More
than ever, ours is




woo in • '•
(Ake for the 'emitter. and is wititliag
up the business for the past year.
The office furniture has been stored
away, and will not be used until
October 1. when the ollice re-
opened for the winter.
--Jap Toner, formerly secretary of
the Charity dub, and E. G. (lope and
ha se formed a partnership to do
freeciong work. The arm will have
Paducah as its headqdgrters. and is
the doily firm of its itiad In Paducah.
Mr. Copeland is an experienced man.
and is from Benton. telt has worked
in St. Louis for severs! years. Mr.
Toner will have charge of the busi-
ness end. isj is well fitted for the
position. The firm iu do interior
.1.,erating work of every character.
Thee first cabbage reale of tbie
summer was found yesterday after-
noon as Mrs. W. M. Cashon. of Twee-
t..-tiret and Clark streets, was pre-
paring supper. She was cutting on
a head of cabbage, when a cabbage
snake four inches long wiggled out.
TO- snake was killed, but the Nosey
ted not have cabbage for supper.
- Mr. John Brooks' tine mare that
was Injured by a collision with a
street ear ten days ago, Is Improving
slow:y at Dr. C.G.Warner's veterin-
ary hospital, but it is still uncertain
whether she will ever be capable of
regular UM egaln•
kosa posrr MAYM TO WAIT
Ran dies makss yes eselbester. taas•ls
tome year waste Maass deli gold es tbs
sassee-heelt attorywoefe. Prove Meseta.
MS OF COURTS
la Police Outset.
The docket in police court this
morning was: Claude Creston. filed
away. Selling liquor without a 11-
craw --Tom Cole. tolored, coatisued
until June 25. Violating Sabbath
Ore Potter, continued until June
ri. Breach of ordinance--Aody
Lenderman, continued until June b4.
False swearing-Jonas iSmith, col-
ored, /eft open. Breach of pela41
Claud Crofton and Arthur Meloan.
continued until June 24.
Many persons were subpoenaed be-
fore Polk* Judge Cross yesterday af-
ternoon to answer questions coacero-
lug the throwing of rocks iato the
Lome of Ora Spencer Imo week. The
ollicers hove sifted the matter to the
bottom, but it la stated that evidence
Is exeremely hard to get. No war-
rants have been issued
HOTEL MigIVALS
Palmer-F. A. Deenant, Nashville;
W. B. Daly. Cincinnati; H. J. Conway
Cliirollo; C. A. Morrie, Central City,
J. O. Owens, Lebanon :0.; 1. F.
Clock.. Wickliffe: N. A. Jones. et
Louis; B. E. Daniels. ,Pbtladelphla;
L, Spiro, NT York; .1, W. Lleest.
Idthisvilie. 1-
Belvelern--W. H. .Lelleb. Cairo, J.
C. Srhardt, Nanliville:1°, A. Sotto.
Claire; V. A. Lovelace. Hickman; J.
V. Park Mount Vernon, 0.; C. M.
Goode Hopkineville; J. 0. Dolls-r,
Princeton: J. It terse. Golconda. J
L. Raymes. fslisahville; W. J. Stone
Ku Lava.
, New Rkibmond-J. R. Miller. New
Port, Ark.; J. V- Park, Metropolis;
It. R. Smith, Buchanan, Tenn.; Bud
Knight. Danville. Tens.; .1, W. (toll-
cote, Perryville, Tette.; W. G. Fort.
Burns; H. L. Bird, Golconda; Blair
Mays., Perryville.
lases* Concerts Thursday. ,
Innes, who Is to appear here at the
heed of hie famous Orchestral band
on June 15 at the perk, ban it s
musical career at the bottom lie
reached his present position he his
own efforts and by his posseesion of
two qualities that are necenary
aUce€1111 in any profession, whether it
be that of lawyer, doctor, painter or
musician. namely, tireless industry
and confidence :n self. lone, Om an
unlimited capacity for hard work
. During his playing Reasons, which
moistly mu from about April to De-
comber, his ordinary working day con
slats of from sixteen to eighteen
hour.. But It is during the prepara-
tory weelui Immediately prior to the
opening of his EPSOM that the untir-
ing energy of this man is best shown
U this period the calls upon his
time necessitated by daily rehearsal%
of his band, the make-up of programs
the two hones given osier to musical
composition. and the super' mice of
his large buelaeoli department, all
ootabloo to watts( age& a day's work
as wall* 14 of fen able-
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
Deere for flbe• JtibUfauli,
ill henur of Mire Ilaselle Joeneou,
of 111••krnaii, the guest of Miss flakiee
a dame was enloyed ut Wallace vatSmith. a plt•nic supper, boating a
Lost night. Those present wore.
Min Johnson. of Hieknian:
the Minn Grayer Mile, Sayre (or-
belt,. Mildred Gardner, Martha Cope,
()lady% Cobterii. Helen Vuu Meter.
,pucile Hattie loeyette Soule and
!said.* Smith: Memos. Frank Lander.
of Coiumbla Tenn.; James MoGinnie
Will Bell, Out Elliott, Will Powell,
Jini Shelton, Henry Kopf, Gregory
listrt.h, George liariev and Salem
Cope Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Cope and
Mrs. J. R. Hartb were chaperons.
Mr. and Mrs. murray Are, Moser.
Mr. and Mrs. James Murray return
ed last night from Chicago, and are
at home to their friends at 1439
South Tenth street. We Murray went
to Chkago Saturday evening after
anneuncing his veret marriage to
Mies Christitw feterson, of Minden.
Neb., after nitre months. Me. Murray
met his bride in Chicago and after a
Alert trip returned home late night.
River Party Returned,
Miaow Clans-he Hills, Belle Cale.
Ethel Brooks. Rein Coleman, Fannie
Oo+an 1.1111e Mae Winstead and
May Owen. anireelra. David Koger,
John Brooks, red Wade, Wallace
Weil. Waiter emon. Hank Deoey
and Edwerd Scott, returned last Mitt
From a round trip up the Tennessee
river on the steamer Clyde. •_
M11104horristan Platertaliem
light fully,
Miss Eninia Smotherman enter-
tained at the residence of Mrs. John
Sanders, 1240 Trimble street last
evening, in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Sanders. A very pleasant
time was had by the guests. ' The
beautiful lawn was decorated .and
lighted for outdoor games. After
an evening spent with fun and
laughter, refreehmente were served
in,. the dining hall where a color
weenie was carried out in most beau-
tiful decorations. Those present
were: Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Sanders,
Miss Gertrude Thomas. Hanle Rose.
Bertha Crawford. Gels Thomas, Nell
Bryan. S. L. Jackson. Stella Rom,
Myrtle McFadden. Paris Tenn.. W
lie Grogan. .Bessie Lou Watts. Kittle
Woodward, Myrtle Adams. J
Gott, Emma Smotherman. Maryanne
Bryan, Ida Thomas. Ruth Gott. Ava
Sanders, Bender Sanders. Walter
Reams. Athol Robertson, Mitt Rit-
cliffe, Will Strati!). Will Nowlin. Joe
Gourieux. Chas. Nerdy. Rupert Rob-
ertson. Polk Byrd. S. W. Cook. Jack-
son, Tenn. Garland Black. Walter
Seeders, K. T. Sanders, Karl Smother
mar, W. J. Sanders, Mrs. M. L.
Bryee, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Poore,
Master Glenn Poore, Mr. and Mrs.
Mat Lynch. Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Pugh.
Mrs. Pete Sanders, Mrs. W. 1. Smote
ernian. Mrs. Joha Emden.
Mrs. H.•W.Wilstach has recovered
from her recent elnelia, and is able
tot'be out.
Mrs. John Cunningham and chr
ten, Boyce and Annie Maud. of
Princeton, are gueets Of Mr and Mrs.
Dudley Meacham. 510 North frith
street.
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Ross. 815
South Third street. ,are parents of a
C t4 pound boy which was horn last
night.
tie W. T. Bowling and wife of
Wingo. are visiting their son. Mr. J.
F. Bowling of 510 North 16th street.
Mrs. C. 0. Jones and children of
719 Harrison street have returned
after visiting relatives at Murray.
Mrs. Louis Wheeler, of Norris, Ill..
Is visiting Mrs. P. J. Bectienbern of
South leotirt h street.
MT, C G. Nochols left tedey on a
Wiener,s trip to Kottawa and Prince-
too.
Rpert T Craig. son of Mr. and
Mrs. it. 1.. Moore. of 220 North-Sev-




We would advise our
Feather Weight Under-
wear in lisle, balbriggan
and Nainsook, in both
long and sbori, sleeves
and knee length draw-
ers. Price SOc s. gar-
ment. Also a fall line
of Munsing Union Suits:
tor:- Ili Ihe United Status. 11•• the
gene:al manager and editor of the
Kaufman Courtly News. at Ks mp.
T. sac, and he Is making a sp.end.d
success of his enterprise. Eighteen
months age M. Craig resielied his
Pdaition with B. J. Billings Printing
company and went to Texas. He
became manager of the paper, and
soon after was placed in charge of
the editorial rooms. Since he took
charge the paper bas had a larger
increase In circulation. and 'thy paper
Is of a neat and attractive appear-
ance.
Patrolmen Henry Singer) and Jas
Brennan have resumed walking their
beats after taking their week's vave-
lion. Patrolmen H. 'H. Doyle evil
John Heseian are taking their eeek
of rest now.
Miss Eons Belle Gm". of Martin
Teen., is visiting Mrs. W. S. Bryan.
of 714 Smith Math street.
Me. Vernon Merritt, Paduesh man-
ager from E. J. O'Brien & company,
of Louisville, tobacco broken, left
today for his home la
Ky., to spend his vacation
Mr. Joel Fort, of Guthrie, one of
the Dark Tobacco Growers aesoces.
eon leading orators, was in the city
today.
Mr. J. C. Park, of Florence Station.
was the guest Monday of Mr D. G.
Park, of this city.
Chief James Collins And grandson,
Collins Clark, will leave tomorrow
morning for Louisville and French
Lick Springs, Ind., on a vacation.
Mr. G. H. Robinson, of Guthrie.
editor of the Tobacco Planter, a Dark
Tobacco Growers' association paper
was in the city Monday.
Dr. L. L. Smith, one of the most
popular of the young physicians„ left
Paducah today for Covington, where
he will have charge of the medical
examinations for a life insurance
-company. Do Smith has practiced
In Paducah for three years, and hat
been associated with Dr. Horace Riv-
era He has made many friende in
th; city.
Dr. Will J. Gilbert, the druggist of
Fourth street and Broadway, who
was operated on Saturday night for
appendleitie, is improving rapidly at
the Riverside hospital, and he wli
soonobe able to be removed to hid
home on Jefferson street.
Mess Frances Cleft left this morn-
ing for Knoxville. Tenn., to take a
course in the normal 60,001 there.
Dr. William Reed and family. of
Kansas City, Mo., are the Pietas 0:
s. T. G. Reed. of 532 South Sev-
enth street.
-131'. and Mrs. Sidney Smith ,of
Broadway, went to Evansville this
morning on a visit.
Mrs. Will Ptppptn and littlf
daughter, Ramania Fay, have re
turned for Woodville, aftee„apending
a week with relatives.
Mrs. Clay G. Ledion and Kin Clif-
ton. of Meyfield, arrived this morn-
ing on r visit to Mrs. Lemon's
mother. Mrs. Joe A. Miller, who has
been ill.
Mrs. W. T. Sullivan, of, Boa!, ar-
rived this morning on a visit to he!
sister, Mrs. J. Edwin Craig, of 501
.Harahan boulevard.
Mrs. John Counts and Mrs. G. F.
Phillips returned home this morning
from Mayfield where they have been
en a visit to Mrs. Count,' mother.
rVs, H. C. Alexander.
Br. Cecil Reed went to Benton
this morning on a business trip.
Mrs. William Cochran has gone to
Mayfield on a visit to her mother,
Mrs. Patrick Linehan.
Mr. J. Campbell Flournoy went
to Benton this morning to attend
court.
Mrs. J. H. Gallagher. traveling
passenger agent of the Missouri Pa-
cific railroad Is in the city on a bust-
noes trip.
Mr. Thomas Watson left this after-
noon for Hopkinavil's on a visit to
relatives.
Mr. Mike Oliver went to Beeton
this morning to attend coin. 'd
Hon. Charles K. Wheeler, W. A.
Bern an Henry Hughes went to
Benton this morning to represent the
defense in the trials of the alleged
night riders.
Mrs. John Vickery of A:beouerque.
N. M., who has been on a visit to
Kr. and Mrs. Henry Theobold. of
1611 Tennessee street will leave
next Sunday for her home.
Mr. Howard Gregory of .Princeton,
visit,
in the city this morning en
route front his home to Benton on a
Miss Sallie Wright. of Mayfield,
Ky.. is the guest of her uncle, Me. J.
D. Wright, of -North Fourth street.
Miss toes Bell left today for Knox-
ville, Tenn.. to attend the summer
school In the Univeretty of Tenneevee
Miss Nine Hart and Mars Nellie
Dane. of Hart. Tenn.. are visiting
ethneMseeEllis, Of 401 South Eiev-ih 
street.
id  
Mines Morthe Decker, Betts Hat-
field and Helen Decker have returned
from Cerulean Springs. where they
spent a week.
Mfrs. India -Baker. widow of the
lase Col T. H. Baker. Is the guest of
her sister, Mrs. V M. Beenhasti, of
Bn3ar d. waY'Mand Mrs. B B Burnett of
Paris, Tenn., are visiting Mr. and Mrs
D.13. Owen. of Trimble street today.
eumroute to Evansville to visit rela-t
Captain W. L. Reed. of Evansville,
was in the city today and rejeohed
one applicant for the [need States
army.
Mr. .e A. Bailer has returned from
a business trip to Otto-
1.515, 1,111Ie Mae Winstese left this
afternoon for Jackson. Tenn.. to visit
friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs If it Doyle and chil-
dren, of 1519 Scut h Mita street.
will leave tomorrow for Metropolis
os a visit to relatives and Woods.
He who k •• for tomtit& finds
tooth
&MOTHER WEEK OF
THE MOVE ON SALE
S. R. 0. Higs Out Saturday
Night Still This Week the
Biggest Yet.
INTEREST I ON THE INCREASE.
some extra speeiai values will be




The second week of Guthrie's
Great Move On Sale has opened au-
epiciously, and unless all _signs fad.
this week will eclipee Imo week
which, Mr. Guthrie states, was tle•
eiggeet in the history of the business
ueht romplete and instantaneous sue-
:Pea is rare at this season of the year
but the people were prepared dor
omething extraordinary in the wt*
bargains-and got them. Satur-
lay night, owing to the congested
-ondition of the aisles, it was seers-
pary to close the doors of the big
tore about 9 o'clock and keep them
eosed till 9:30 in order that the Ile-
menie crowd miget receive proki r
attention. This week, however. the
fates force has been doubled, new
values -have been - added to the al-
ready long list of bargains, and, in
spite of the intense heat this morning.
:be people seemed determined to "do
;he rest" for the , store has been
-rowded all day; perhaps some of
his may be due to the tact that
thrie's is probably the cookat and
rest-ventilated store building in the
city. Only four more days of the
„More Ott Sale remain, for Saturday
-a the last day, and it therefore be-
'moves all those who have not yet atl
tended the sale to seek an early op-
eortunite to cell and get their share
if the bargains. Don't be bluffed by
tie large crowds for the sales force is
ample to meet all demanes. Some
extra Ep:Actals wIt be announced for
he closing days so watch the papers
:beefy for further detailed announces




SIOININD PLACE ON TICKET.
Chicago. June 23.-Gov, John A.
Johnson of Minnesota wil not permit
the nomination of ‘William Jennings
Bryan by the Democratic party at its
national convention in Deaver on
July 17 witenut a streagtee lie
three! down the gauntlet today
when, through his campaign manage-
ment, he announced:
"I will not accept the nomination
for the vice-presidency under any cir-
cumstances. If there is such a
nomination I shall compel the nation-
al committeeto make another choice.
'Phis gelation - means trouble for
the Demperits at Denver. Although
the Brkan WI:miring announce they
have two-thirds of the delegates in-
structed for Bryan. Johnson forces
are far from quitting. .They claim
to have found a scandal In the Demo-
cratic party • today which Is a black
cloud fin the Bryan nomination.
Manager Nappen. who returned
from Minneapolis today. said:
The Johnson Claims.
"We have some conventions to hear
from. It is not all over. Bryan
has not two-thirds of the delegates
yet. We are going into Denver to
win the nomination for Mr. Johnson
and not to have him in second place.
"People say it would make a
strong ticket. It will never be a
ticket. If Mr. Johnson is nominated
he will not accept under any circum-
stances. We close our headquar-
ters here tomorrow or next day and
open in Denver to begin the fight."
There are still foiir state conven-
tions to be held. These involve 64
del, gates. If two of them imam+
for Bryan he will have two-thlr
of the delegates and enough to nomi-
nate hen on the first ballot.
METROPOLIS BALI, TEAM TO
PLAY AT SIKEeTOWN. MO.
The Metropolis baseball team will
go to Sikestown, Mo., next Friday
for three games with the Sikestown
team. George and Will Block. 'of
Paducah. will go velth the Metropolis
lads, and play. George Block will
catch, while Will Block will pitch a
game, and play left field. •
• --e•
Weigle-"Judging fret -the vilto"-
ous crowing of your young rooster, he
can whip everything else is the 000p.-
Ashler--"He can't, though. he's lc,s
much like his mother-full of hot
air You know, ,he's an incubator ''
--Judge.
The Curate-- Good 'raceme. Gres,
whatever makes you keep soch a
spiteful old cat as that'
air, you OPP, it's like
this- - I've felt a bit lonely since my




hut theueands of school




Buy one of Hart's
EASY RUNNINfi SWINGS
,ig Perla
1 If U Want 2 Get Cool
They are coolers and
require no exertion to
move them.
A Good Hammock
Is very fine. Try one
of Hart's Hammocks
as a cooler.
Keep Cool These Hot Days.
Don't Cost Much. •
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
liabscribere Inserting want ads inrhe Seel will kindly remember that
ill each kenos are to be paid IMe whom
the ad to timaireed. She its applying
to emery ems without osoogdoo.
FOE DRY- wood New phoaillT7
PHAETON tor sale. Apply 502
South ittle
FOR SALE-Good gentle horse.
New phone 1454.
-...1.4061T,e--Boy's ark brown Met.
Return to Sun and receive reward.
FOR flAiL- Good-hTiree-. -ota
filione 1062.
FOR RENT---Nice furnished room,
for gentleman, 5411 Kentisck.y.
FOR RENT--Cheap, a desirable
five-room house. Apply 620 Ken-
tucky avenue.
WANTE D-tdady solicitor, good
paying proposition. Credit Tailors.
11844 South Third street.
WANTED-A house gird. Furn-
ished room on place. 609 Kentucky
avenue. J. A. Rudy.
GOOD PASTURES, 200 acres run-
ning water. Apply to Leerily,. &
Lydon or phone 675 or 1261:
FOR RENTiodern 2-story, live-
room house on Harahan boulevard.
Apply to 110 North Sixteenth street.
LOST--Bilver dog collar wil'h -tag
l'. 112. Finder please !eters to
this ofilee lind receive reward.
1;0ST-1;1i:ink pin=bTa-ik
with blue flowers. Return for ieward
519 Kentucky avenue.
FOR RES-if-Furnished rooms,
40-8 Washington street_ Old 'phone
4400.
FOR ReNT--Five unturn,sbed
rooms in business district Address
P.. care Sun.
AGENTS to sell our Bank Clinic
Protector. Big money. A. T. Kline.
Somerville, N J.
J. B. MORGAN bone it-toetag.
gluten/1 'repairing. rubber tires, 4Yit
South Third.
7.-IMF- Book with 24) notes from
Bright Dusser to W. C. O'Brien. Re-
turn to Dr. C. G. Warner.
LOS1-7-Senday ntght-oti Broadway
car or a4 Wallace perk, pair of &eas-
es. Return to Sun office and receive
reward.
FOR RA LM'-One -cooking stove,
stiffener, two drawers. Mane, chairs.
he'd, etc cheap at Pollock 's. 313
Broadway.
-1.',011 RENT -At 11 6 North Six-
teenth the best modern four-room
house in the city. Storm sheathed,
helot foundation. etc.
GET OUT that old suit ofre teerear
and have it cleaned and p by
James fluffy, South Ninth near Broad-
way, and it will Igeok like new.
-VCR SALE OR kY-keyea 
slate roof brick house. let
56,1165, on Sixteenth between it-
roe and Madison. Ring old phone
1562.
FOR SALF.--One hi horse-poem
gasoline engine. Franklin make. Solt.
able fir gasoline boat. Newly Over.
.auled. Will sell at a bargain. Ad,
dress V. I. iSsallaisa. care San.
- I -13 tart book coalaTiTt !Whi1c
and msterial account, on Harrison
between Fouteeenth aod Fifteenth
Ferrets Return to 1626 Clay street
and be rewarded.
FOR ROLE-Saloon, four bead
horses. two bugles. at • bargain It
sold at once Old whose 1119 0 W
FOR SALE-Fiae, gentle driving
horse. Inquire at 1927 Broad.
FOR RENT-Apartment in Sans
Sone flats. Apply to W. E. Cochran,
FOR SALE-Nice refrigerator suit, 
ablefor residence or grocery, and 1
pair computing scales, 837 Jefferson.
WANTED-Poreman in one of the
largest harness factories In lids sec-,
tion ; steady employment; good
wages. Write at once. Only exper-
ienced factory men wanted. Address
W. F., care Sun.
STFLktreD--Dark brown mare.
blind in left eye Strayed from elite
and Clay. Return to T B. MeAd-
ams. at Voor's grocery, 124h and Clay
as receive liberal /*Ward.
WANTED-You to know that The
West End Improvement Co., has for
oa1e the most desirable and conven-
iently located residence lots in and
near Paducate at reasonable prices,
Terms $25 cash and $6.00 per month-
1.4( desired. Let us show you. Callon A. B. Caldwell, Real Estate Agent,129 South Fourth street. Moue 189.
LADIES ATPIOPPTON - The re-
liable Home for ladies before and ear-
ingoconfinement. First-clan la every
way. Fine, airy room', firstelass phy-
sicians and nurse. Good board. Terms
moderate. Dr. Mary Howard, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, 130 Clark street.
ALL RETAIL CLERK.S are re-
quested to be at hell Tuesday evening
June 213, at 7: 2+0. o'clock to meet with
If?. Conway, president of Interne-
(falai Retail Clerks' Association
Chan, Horton, president: J. E. Thor
Man •
YARD far, sale. Best lo-
cated ' 1 yard. In city. First-clan
• Well ed Fel; t ised and goo.'
trade. Reston for selling,
°thee business interests requires at-
tention Good proposition lot right
eerier Address Coalniau. care this,
SftiZ•010
-WAhiTha)--For U. S army; Able-
bodied unmarried men betweia ages
af 18 and 15; citizens of the United
States, of good rharactc- and temper
ate habits, who eau apeaa, read awl
write English. Men wanted for
service In Cuba sod the Philippine*.
For Information apply to Reensiting
Officer, New' Richmond House, Pa-
ducah. Ky,
NOTICE.
To the members of the Paducah
Commercial Club:
Twe tickets have been sent to ev-
ery member of the Commercial Club,
one for himself and one to be given
to a non-member of the Club.
The boat will leave the wharf
promptly at 8 o'clock and return at
140:30,
You are most cordially invited and
urged to tske advantage of this op-
portunity for a reunion of the Minn-
hers for the ',purposes of promoting
the interest and welfare of our env.
Refrealinwon and cigar's on the
host Frit-Jetty a stag affair
kamily Kerstrdoe ea the Ohio River
Totsight.
steamer Dick Fowler will
a 'special 'unlink/fa trip tonight
for , %meet of those who want to
enjoy She cool brones tree hems dust.
beevell (be wharf at 8 p. in., retunte
at 10 9. Ot. Oo and enjoy tb• outing.
Fare owle 25 estate.
Ketke.
Manchester Orate Nio. rf will meet
Wednesday afteenooti 10 respalar
meeting at N. C. hall, at t. olektek
Aare. All oirtibers or-bad to be
presoak
- - 
----The hoar.1 of tire and










A .1. inatiaul iyi caiyirti $' "a iwceim if lane as,:i4 in the blood, IliviOch isalai thiouith the circution to all portions of the system. Every ptuscle.
nerve, hose and joint absorbs the aerid, pain-producing poisoti, cautieg
aches, inflammation, stiffness and other well known symptoms of the disease. Wheat Sinks to Lqwer Level on s
expected from the use of liniments, plasters, and other external treatment
which does not reach the blood, where the cause is located. Such measures 
the 
mEN .Permanent relief from the pains and discomfort of Rheumatism cannot be
, ive temporary relief. but in order to cure Rheumatism the uric acid and s6i I:laminator poison must be ex elled from the Mood S S S cures
A CURE FOR BULLS FEAR FACTS•S. .RHEUMATIS M CROP MCIVER T
N FOR SICK
Y Po .
Rheumatism because it is a perfect blood purifier. It goes down into the
circulation, neutralizes the uric acid apd drives it from the blood. S. S S.
eiryielji the irritating, inflammatory matter which is causing the pain, swell-
ing mad other distomfort, enriches the weak, sour blood, and permanently
cures Rheumatism. In all forma of Rheumatism, whether acute or chronic,
S S. S. will be found a safe, vegetable remedy, possessing the properties
needed to cure, and at the same time a medicine that builds up the eqlire
system by its fine tonic effects. Book on Rheumatism and any medical advice
tree to all who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC co., ATLANTA. GA.
fit/11140ES TO HIT AND CHEW
IN IlleiMENT 4W NF7W PLUG.
•
Special RAard of Jackles With Highly
Cultivated Palates.
Washington. D. C..' June 23.—The
comfort, ,for a long time to come, of
every Jackie hi the navy who occas-
ionally bites off a "chew" of mule's
e.ar twist or who a few times a day
stows In his cheek it luscious slice of
Kentucky plug le to b.. left to the
hands--or, rather, the palates—of a
select beard of tobacco chewers soon
to be convened in the New York navy
yard.
One hundred thousand eudds of
chewing tobacco will soon I. eurehas-
ed, and the board of navy paymasters
is to convene at New Ycrk to make
eck-n4ille tests Of the different
brands 'entered by the dealers. A
!lard of retail tobacco chewing blue-
jackets, is to be appointed to assist
the pSymaaters in arriving at a con-
clusion as to what brands to buy.
This board will not consist of the
Beans mgc-o*-warsman who occasion-
ally nibbles the weed, but the real,
stilton pure "estee- who takes his
two ebeere before breakfast, as many
as poeSibie during watch hours, and
'lava/1811y a chew and a half beecre
climbing into his liammock.
Bluejackets in the' navy like tobac-
co which is sweet. For several years
a special brand has been manufaet
tired for their (special use.
• Tobacco chewing In the nary, how-
ever. is said to be on the wane. Sail-
ors seem to be turning toward eigaret
smoking. The surgeon general ef the
nary, in his last annual report, said
that cigare: smoking in the navy was
beeoming so widespread that steps
would soon have to be taken to re-
strict It.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup is
the one that children like so well to
take as it tastes nearly as good as
maple sugar. It stets gently yet
freely on the bowels and thereby
it drives the cold out of the system.
It IS sold druggists.
"This is a well-kept path," com-
mented the man who was Inspecting
the white house grounds. "A man
could sprint on this."
"Some hey," sententiously respond
yd the guide.—Lonisvilie Courier-
Journal.
A Square-Deal
Is assured you when you buy one of Dr.
Pierce's Family Medicines — for all the in-
gredients entering into them are printed on
the bottle - wrappers and attested under
oath as being complete and correct. They
are gathered from Nature's laboratory,
being selected from the most valuable na-
tive, medicinal roots found growing in our
American forests. While potent to cure
they al.() perfectly harmless even to the
most delicate women and children.
Net * drepof alcohol-enters-into—"-Discurery-- not so .. or
Dr. Pierce's leading medicines. A actitevoughs arising from sudden
much better agent is used both for colds, DOT must it be expected to
core consumption in its advanced
dicinal principles, viz.—pure triple-
extracting and preserving the me-
stages—no medicine will do that—
lint for all the obstinate hang-on,refined glycerine of proper strength.
or chronic coughs, which, if neg-Th is agent pcosesses medicinal lected, or badly treated, lead up toproperties of its own, being a most consumption, it is the best nied-
valuable anti-septic and anti-fer- kine that can be taken.
ment, nutritive and soothing de- It's an insult to your intelli-
mnicent, rice for a dealer to endeavor to
Olycerine plays an important palm off upon you soma nostrum
part in Dr. Pierce's Golden Med- of unknown composition in place of
ical Discovery in the cure of indi- Dr. Pierce's world-famed medicines
gest,on, dyspepsia and weak stom- which are OF KNOWN comeosrrioN.
ach, attended by sour risings, Most dealers recommend Doctor
"heartburn," foul breath, coated Pierce's medicines because they
tongue, poor appetite, gnawing know what they are made of and
feeling in stomach, biliousness and that the ingredients employed are
kindred derangements of the stom- among the most valuable that a
ach, liver and bowels, medicine for like purposes can be
For all diseases of the mucous made of. The Same is true of
membranes. the "Golden Medical 4eading physicians who do not hes-
Discovery " is a specific. Catarrh, itate to recommend them, since
whether of the nasal passages or of alley know exactly what they con-
the stomach, bowels or pelvic or- lain and that their ingredients are
gans is cured by it. In Chronic the very best known to medical
Catarrh of the Nasal passages, it is science for the cure of the several
qe11, while taking tlie "Golden oiseases for which these medicines
Medical Discovery" for the neces- are recommended
eery constitutioeal., treatment, to Wjt.la-icky dealers it Is dit•
cleanse the passages'keely two or
three times a day with ̀ %0Sr.azke'is-1-  Something that pays them a
Catarrh Remedy. This t h little greater #rofit will be urged
course of treatment generally cures Upon you as "j t as good," or even
even in the worst cases. better. You cn hardly afford to
In coughs and hoarseness caud- accept a substitute of unknown room-
ed by bronchial, throat and lung frosilion and without any particular
.iffections, except coasumptidm in record of cures in place of Doctor
its advanced stages, the "'Golden 'Pierce's medicines which are OP
Medical Discovery" is a most effici- i KNOWN comroserioe and have a
ent remedy, especially in those ob- record of forty _rears of rusts behind
stinate, hang-on-coughs caused by ; them., //ow know what you want
irritation and congestion of the and it is the dealer's business to
bronchial mucous membranes. The supply that want. Arid toes it.
INSURANCB AUENTS











Office Phones 211.):69. Residence Phones Old 73111Stake, 735
4.,:eirrapbsell Building. Vaducuti, Ky.
Much Better Outlook.
Letter offerings and Sharp Cosh De-
mand Start Short.. to
eueering. ,
•
telt RSE GRAINS ARE .t4TIt4)No.
rne weather in the southwest,
with idea; conditions prevailing the
last few days for harvesting, and the
th't rshadowing,_ Influence of the im-
pending movenRnt of new géln, dom
Inated tht• wheat situation Miring the
week.
Damage reports were not tacking,
many advices bording on the sensa-
tional being received every day, but,.
the re% days of bright sunshine In
southern Kansas and other sections
where the grain is ready to be cut
dissipated the fog,,, of pessimism"
which'hung Over the market for a
time. The prospects for a eumper
crop of spring wheat offset to a large
extent any anxiety in regard to • a
modest yield of the winter Nariety.
IMMUllre front Rains slight.
The burden of the reports from
crap experts in the field was that so
far little damage had resulted from
the exces-sive rains, but absoluterf
perfett weather Is required from now
until hartsreing Is completed.
From a statistical standpoist the
wheat situation Is as bullish as the
YD M(HA
No other medicine has been PO
suaiessfiti in relieving the suffering
of women or received so ninny ggV-
nine testhtionials 'as has Lydia E.
Plokham's Vegetable Compound.
In every Community you will find
worten who have been rest eyed to
health by Lydia S. Pinkham's Veg-
etable (Impound. Almost every
one you meet has either been bene-
fited by it, or has friends who have.
In the Pinkliam Istheratory at lie P4444" Wilk" Het 1.11.
merton navy yard, will arrive here
the latter part of the month The
Nebraska, Rhode leand and New
Jersey are now at Bremerton, end
will arrive here together June 30,
The Wisconsin now on Puget Sound.
Is due the leth, the Illinois the 24th.
the Kearsarge the 23d and the Ken-
tucky Jul) 2.
July 4 the combined fleets of the
Atlantic and Pacific will take part
In the celebration here, and three
days later the battleships of. the At-
haptic fleet will depart for Honolulu.
where they are schedeled to arrive
July 14.
The entire Peellc fleet, under the
'command of Admiral Swinburn, who
Will succeed Admiral Dayton soon,
will start August 5 for a summer
oruise.to Samoa and the Philippines
The cruiser, will take in tow on the.
cruise the little black vessels com-
prising the Atlantic and Pacific tin-
ned° flotillas
DeVettt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
are prompt and thorough and will in
a very short time strepgthen the
weakened kidneys. Sold by all
druggist:. ,
ALTAR DODGED
DASEIPUL GROOM SAYS HE WILL
TRY' ST AGAIN TODAY.
Lynn,Mass" 
any woman any day may known Semeethaseg Checks
see the iilescontaining over one mil- elates
bop one hundred thousand letters
from women seekinf health, and
bete are the letters in which they
openly state over their own sums-
tures that they were cured by Lydia
K Pinl:ham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. l'inklaam's Vegetablecrop-outlook at the moment is bear- COMpOilfid has *ye many womenist Bit one thing Is noted ate bear- from surgical operation&isti to the old Crop position-- the Lydia K l'inkharn's Vegetablediscouraging demand for the caeh
etsff Works here and abroad are
the lighteet in years, and primary re-
ceipts indicate that the old wheat,
back in the country is extremely
light. Another sharp decrease in the
visible here and approximately 5.-
.000,11es0 bushel lose in world's stork
Indicated the strong position, but. In
the absence of cash buying and the
indifference of the foreign buyer. had
little effect marketwise. The resettle
supply is now I s.6/4,0400 bit, ce 2/9,-
3.ReSen1) bu, less than a year ago.
World's shipiaMits were again below
requirement, aVrtinst, and supplies at
European pointe are at a !ow
Stocks Are Low Kverewheree
With tho stocks eveeywhere low,
and the requIremente of the next few
months certain to be large, the bulls
maintaib that as soon- as the new
wheat begins to move, the starj com-
petition for it will 'become apparent.
regardless of the final crop outcome.
It is pointed out that flour stocks are
Lit the loweet point in yea -s. and
millers only waiting for the new
wheat to stock up: that spring wheat
millers. with 'reserves practically ex-
haaited, will be 'active competiters
with el the  h*rd
wheat available. On the other hand
the effect of hedging testes dur!ng the
next few weeks will be problematical.
corn movement Dinappolluthig.
A difLappOialthaig mossebest of old
corn from the country startled di.,
shorts into active covering °Orations
during the week. vett resulting Witt-
er prices. Closing quotations for the
week showed gains of 3'4c to 7iie,
a moderate reaction on Saturday Mad
Dig the full gain. Receipts for the
week were 3.9456,400 bu. airtime (I.-
405.001) bit, for the corresponding
week lust year. The disparity between
receipts as compared to a year ago
I. becoming Painfully apparent to the
bears, end witb an improved cash,
mend, nett receipts, and an oversold
market, prleee were lifted without
difficulty.
Broader Trade he Oats.
The trade M oats broadened out
materially during the weak, stimu-
late& by the dwindling stocks, evi-
dences that the old crop ressek•es ars
practically exhausted, and adverts,
crop reports from a number of (ef-
ferent sections.
Good Raying of Hog Products.
'vestment buying of provieions
with packers apparently set:stied with
the upturn, and little -pressure of
offeringa. caused a materially bfeter
range of valtres for product. Pre-
vailing high prices for beef aid otter
meats has stimulated the demand for
both fresh and cdred port products;
packer* are making leer tootles on
their manufacturing operations, and
the hog merket and aperalttive mar-
kets seem to hs on an equilibrium.
(tittle Market Demoralized.
A demoralized cattle market was
the elfinarfeactied after two weeks of
wildly fluctuating prices. The first of
the week witnessed valnes revving to,
Inflate levels, and the first day of the
second period also saw erices sky-
rocketing, bet the reaction which fol-
lowed was emphatic, and in lees than!
four days gains which had been *t-
ufted after more than a week', en-
ergetic boosting were dissipated •
MAIM! AND IrITALIT?
Motes Neverlae
The wrest iron and tonic restora-
tive for men and women, produces
strength and vitality, builds up the
sysitem and renews the normal. vigor,
"'or sale by druggists or by mall. $1
per box, 6 boxesi for $5. Williams'
M'f'g Co.. Cleveland. 0.
Mrs lia%aon (with letter Thretti
that the learn dance is nil the
;rage In the•rity at present
I Mr ilarann %11' I suppose them
Pluck-up city snobs is a-callIn• it the
garage hop, her- Pack.
Compound is nettle from roots and
herbs, without drugs, and is whole-
some and harmless.The reason why Lydia R Pink.
ham's Vegetable Cotupound is so
successful is because it contalks in-
gredients %%Welt act directly upon
the feminine organism, restoring it
to a healthy normal condition.
Women who are- suffering from
those distresising ills peculier to their
sex ehoitià not low sight of these
frets or doubt the ability of Lydia
Pinkliam's Vegetable ConspoduA
to restore their health.
ELKS
•
RECEIVE NEW WITS AND•ARR
READY FOR FRIDAY GA-ME.
Will ereis• Inai• With, a Teanik From
(lies.. vivo. ker rued Whist
Multi for the Elks leseetian 1011M
will arrive toMorrow. and the teem
Al: have a better appearance on the
!telt]. The suits are of gray lea-
tertals with "Elk. 217- across the
front of the shirt while on the cap
art elk is woven. 'The colors of purr
pie and white see cleverly used in the
trimming. The stebt will be used
In the game with the mass. Cherker
and Whist club Friday afternoon,
and the Elks say they will not 'erten
their new snits to be a hoodoo. but
win win that game.
When you seed something to take
take it promptly for the stomach, but
take something you know is retable
—something like KOdol. Fo: Drs-
pepsia and indigestion. Kodol ii
pleasant to take; It is reliable and is
guaranteed to give relief. It la mill
by all druggist'.
AMBLE FLEET
51.iTTLEsHIPS HE.11) FOR -.41N
FBA Nt WA Knoll.
nig I .4•IciPrall inn Planned for
F, Ito t ti --I.••nto• on I '•‘IINe
Jiiit 7.
• •
Ilan Frani Is: 0. Jane 22 --assem-
bling of the Atlantic feet of sixteen
warships and six auxillarlea In this
harbor for the start on July 7 on the
voyage around two-thirds of the
world from San Francisco to Ilamp-
ton Roads, already has begun, Sev-
en of the battleship*. including the
flagship of Rear Admiral Charles S.
Sperry, the Connecticut. are here,
and a I of the auxiliaries are in this
vie:nth. Betides the Connecticut.
the battleships IA the harbor are the
Gouislane. Ohio, Minnesota, /Canon&
Verniont and Georgia. The West
Vitg:Iiia Is at Mare Island.
Smiles.s are already being taken
aboard the suppil ship enlems and
the refrigerator supply ship Glacier
and the collier Ajax, the repair ship
Pantenr. the hospital ship Relief and
the dispatch beat Yorktown are he
mg put In readieess for the keret voy-
age.
Hy lel% 3, at the latest, all of the
warship* of the Atlantic fleet will
he In this pert, and the ships of the
Pacific fleet also, will be
here before It ds4o to rounds ging
the departure of the atlantic fleet.
a'te ‘:rg.cis. which Is now at Bre
3erseyville. III.. Jose 23.—Daniel
Mathews. aged 24, the "most bashful
man in Illinois." sidestepped theeal-
tar for the fourth time tonight. Tt
Rev. J. H. Jones and 160 gust's
waited for an hour and a half at De,
church fre. him tq appear and be-
.raom;erthe husband of Mita Mar)
hut Mathews was elsewher..
Later Oantel said he wanted to be-
harried mere than anything else oe
sarth, that he really Intended to face
the alta today, but that something
—he does not know what- prevent
I'd him from getting there. To
prove that today's was his last, at-
tack of bashfulness he offered to g0
laround to the church early th
IT"MrnissinfighlF. Iiiriel""nmees opInlokanpubof Illtfthelts
condnct is not detiallt14_kpo_Lan Site
may or may not take Daniel at his
word arid appear for the delayed
knot tieing today. Her friends are
not backward in giviog their views-
and If their plord was heeded Daniel
would ha‘c anothe;•• cloture to be
bashful
The. first time Mathews promisee
to go before the minister was two
years ago. when he was to marry
Mrs. Mary Millet at Rosedale. Jersey





 er Rut  a 
n
hen the moment ar-fv 
of nervous
tremors that prevent.eel him from
saying' the usual ••1 will."
A week later he again was lost in
(attar in Rosedale to marry the Bartle
'lad). He ducked quickly and took
the Stet train out of Rosedale for
Jersey vine.
Ilalks ?wire WI* Same. Wilma..
The next time Dataiel went to the
pest for the race of matrimony teas
on Sunday. June 7. when be was to
have been married to Miss Frasier,
Re bolted before the barrier was
sprung and wield away until his bash-
fulness died me.
Them -be sesta took up his woo-
intr. as4 all went well until, her an-
ger appeased. Wes Frasier consemed
to try it again 'why.
re. 
DOWftt's Witch Hese! naive. 11 is
4,5pm-fatty item tor Wyo. Be sure
to get DeWitt's. Sell by all drug-
gists.
%lien a man mixes business wish
pleasure the principal ingredient in
the mixture la pleasure.
All the patent medicines and
toilet arteries ad vertieed in this




and with it the necemity for a
rew light weight stilt. If you
want your clothing to he the tome
of style and elegance you should
choose your fabrics from our eu
perb ageortmetit, and we will fit
them perfectly, and glee igen-
viduall ty in oty le stale as you can't





Flip for all kinds, Postal Cards of .the day,
Crepe, Tissue paper in national colors.
WILSON'S
313 Broadway. Teleph'one 313
MATABLIAMML tali.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANKrotT;i11, KENTUCKY.
UNITk DEPOSITORY._
Capital. Surplus and Undivided Fruits $4410.000 00bhareltoklers Reepoeksibillty  tatal,000 00Total iseepeensibility (ID Depositors 600,00ki 11/41
S. B. lit OHMS President. JOS. J. FRIEDMIA, trite PreeldruL
J. C. 1:11'EIC11.%Cli, ('saltier. C. X RICRARDeitiN, Aire tea/der.
INTERMIT PAID ONI TIME DEPOSITS.
Dilti0eT011.11.
A. R. ANI9PM7IXR, Ft, R. HUGHF:ril, Pl. .0. FOWLER. I. I..
MAN. J. C. UTTICRBACK, DR J. 0. BROOKS, BRICK ()WEN.
iood Workmanship First-dass Material
*APE DE4LIN6
Save Milk op the lariat glosaberg Inalsoes M
tarty. My object Is to mobs It Inroe.. .tiseasso
ED D. HANNAN
11-311tirti r ritt4:1-
h 2(11 1.1.2 kle)eath h
• 200,000 PLANTS
The largest assailawat news sod plaids to thr at's, also
VS one adintellit4Ifires than S reefs, —MAIM • Aber plaids es salsa




SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
it la a wad Mmi.absegor to place Isolimal mabacriptione to ese-
seal maimalass at Ow same Um• and ardor them all together fromea than It is to troy Use as aressibse Manly or wilborribe_le that
noonday. Oomotnailoo deb (Arent ars sow aide by whit* bib.soribsre to several maisfinnes an wears bargain prised. soottehmellgado, throe or four magasises for the peke of on, pr two. Sub.
scrtpUOtis may be seat to different addressee, if desired; sod may be-
gin with any month Let es know what ma Meuse you ere tale
nig how or what dressees yes sent to tatio-sozt year, end we wiii








Companion $6.00An for $3.00, Hall Pries
Reeder Magazine ...53 95





Roth for Xl.ou, Reif Price








Cosmopolitan ... ..1i 00






aod Farmer .... 51 00




All for 1114A. Half Price
P.11•14(,.." . . 10 60
(ette fashions)
Cosmopolitan I 00
Reeder Magazine .. 3 00
$4 50
All tor war
Oosspisse fialiocrIpthm flatal riga, with beautiful Heenan neercomer, listing ell magazines single and in clubs at lowest rates, sootyou fres on receipt of postal card revisal
Central Magazine Agency • - Indianapolis. Indiana.
The Bobbs- %Frill Company.







stem atsulders liability 
ils•-•rserst•it
"lrhir4.1 rand 11).rtseldwrsy.
City Depository Stele Depository





Total secnrit y to depository•  • .....
Account. of Inelhkhmuuia •ml firma solicited. We •epreeletesmall el *eh se large ttepowilt..e,, a,uI accord to alljhoo woo, i•onrorwisatarratno.nt,
INTER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
OPEN RATUILDAY NIGHTS MOM 7 TO $ OVIAKYIL
v
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE tisr.
'C.lI. SEW or Ttlaelsest (er a.




EDBA )41 WHITTEIORE pie's CIIT1
fa Stomach Ills
MONDAY. JUNE
THE l'ADUCAit Eilemirist NM. MEM SZVINN.
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY It wopid be folly to say that a pert.on
*told di ways be Menem doctor. There
times when tem caonot be too quick
coneultlqg a competent and reliable
physician, but the fact doe' reinitin that
there are many ailments that can be
sued at home at very little espouse.
Such remedies can be bought at soy
erst-clase drug store for a small sum.
Among the diseases that can be effec-
(ively treated at home are such as per-
tain to the stomach, liver and bowels,
bite conetipation, dyspepsia, biliousness.
flatulency. sour stomach. -bloated stomach. sick
"eamicbes, heartburn. etc. For these trophies
Mare is no Weer awed, Mao Ur. Caldwell**
rita Pam*. magma' haat 
leastVart amens it. •tisoneitirrat friends :Irritt duro:
th,LIIII•r•PII. In loch trouhlea they know
•iey hate notking ttor to offer tbau the ire
• &item. eueusieet fh Atha wordy; totbent*• b. • rol one* Wylie their patient' to WifeIL
It aloe "amens th,it at the cornmeneemerit
as rims* some peuvle heal t.- e to take such •
souk omear. as4 Ian 10 a Illatar. but star
•Ittat *MMus doctor. lacy Snail, take Dr.
rrap Pepsin aod bare their Dona-
Same rewarded by a cure. A peed case in petal
1/1 Oat et Mr. Igen% E itenreaseettie.
IMO suffered from *hat the doctor* 411•11ed
tarrti of the stomach He was up to die
three leadlns Ph)eletltalt Ho bad no 6PPe", trookiln't Ifiest waat egos be did eat. taid
mire pains is the stomach, and final!). Iba
manta when be bimarilf thought he would Ms.
Ultimately be was .4.1•od to try Dr Calawell'a
,SYrelei Pelliao and did so. aciri rmw 
He 
@Writ/
PADUCAH AND rand and has seined a se pounds. naturally
advises all suffrrers from weak stomach to use
CAIRO LINE. jt coo by had is 50 cent and Si bottles, sued
(Incorporated.) Mere abiorutely guaranteed or mosey isreseeded
Bey•bottle to-day and watch result%
lb ANt4VILLE-PADU4'AH- PACKET.
(Deity Eseept Sausday.0
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 8.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans-
trele and way landings at 11 a. In.
11.21 STEA.MISH DICK FOWLERPaducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. in. sharp, daily, ox-
'pt Ounday..Scecial excursion rates
new in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good made and table tin-
surpassed.
For further inforinatiot apply to
$ A. Fowler, (1404eral Pass. Agenti
et- Given Fowler, City Pest. keret. at





bolero ewe Imes betel Is the A)
gape gg.o... Two large sans*
penes, Beth rooms, Electric Ueda




bT. LoUlt4 & TENNESSEE RIVER
etell•ANY.
(Ineewporafed.)
• EDI{ Tin: TENNI-NAVE RIVER.
sTE.twEtt ci.tptc,
. .
Imatres Paducah for Tennessee River
Morey Wedwraday at 4 p. m.




IVOICNE 140111NSO1i : ..... Clerk
This company is not erenponsible
for Invoice charges utirets collected
by the c.erk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the
mind if* igen. Leaves Paducah
every Wednesday at 4 p. at.
eawtrni.111.
'Evansville. tad. -Bimetal
eictirelon Tuesday. June 23
hound- trip 41.50. Special
train leaves Padicah about
10:40 a. m.. June 23, return-
ing leaves Evansville 7 p in
Wednesday. June 24. 'No bee-
flake will be checked on thee..
tickets.
Louisville, Ky.-Interna-
tional Stinday School associa-
tion Dates of sale June 1:1
to 17. and train 104 June 1
Return iltelt June 26. Round
trill $6 Si.
111-rmffoettain. Ala , and Ps-
% anna.h, Gae-On May 30th
throsiOh service ',MT he estate
leheti from dileigo to Haven -
nab, Via Fulton, Jackson and
Birmingham. Passengers leer-
ing Paducah on train 102 at
1 40 a. to., connect at Fulton
with this through sleeper e: 10
a to , arriving at Birmingham
2:15 p. m, and Savannett at
Z.55 a in.
J T. IiROVIN.











Ms. • In. *
sill Wa 
7 itxh,rtskon„rso., :st. to ape. horn
erose 
t b?
to wn ee is we awns Pa le kelp sae 114
p
e7s
kat law nem Ulm it. Said Tor C IIyes lake fay
sansileen of samara low or "cool *team eaten
wine irffeca• Maim tor chadrist, weer. sal 011
Mkt. A iservalesd, r4p***fe
PUBLIC VERDICT: "1.4e Lautt.• Sc 0•0d led gm
II Di GALOWILL'S SYROP PERSIA." Tlos mesa
ems piety mamas No 17. kruhrorport, O. c,
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
1070siesen Old elleatieelle, Id.
---- -
His Hair.
"The boys in this town must bare
heard all about me'liefOre ive moved
here," boasted Tommy on the day
after the family's arrival.
"But there's no one here that
knew us." objected his mother.
"That's lel right." persisted Tom-
My. "Just as soon as I came in the
school yard this 'morning Ow; all
sslied• Bricktopr jest the
way they used to do at borne."
KIDNEY PILIA
Mave you neglected your Kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
system and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder! Have you pains
in loins. side,' back, groin* and blad-
der' Have you a flabby appearance
of the faee. especially under the eyes.
Too frequent a desire to pass nese?
It SO, Witliarne K dtme Pills will cata
to -at Druggists Price !'.0e. Wil-
liams' Wee. co., Ce:eveland, 0.
Ieet hate. you cad toy last
poem •
Friend-el treat I nave.-Jadee
Kodol is the hest known preparation
that is offered to the people today
for dyepeps'a or indigestion or any
stomach trouble. Kodol digests al!
foods It Is pleasant to take. It is
sold here by all druggists.
We always feel 'sorry for a mu









Or some it our MO CrUi
toltat :.%)r a de 
Ilghtful bath, such so
Parma Wood Violet As
Salt, Sack' Sea silt Violet
Toilet Militants, Tutemn







Pit- WINO BROOKS. litchTTI0i.
111n10111Foe
Room 7, Terieheart Randle& up.
maim "vest I. I aihs4I. rhumb. New
phone 171013. Oiler- boo, II 31) a. in.
I., 5 :NO p.   peen,. 13.
Dr. VA*
DIENTIST
F Wifely Buildlig RON 205
! Rite-victim! Teeth and iribs
Work a SpeMailtr.
• DR. H. P. NITS CITY .011DIANCE eurniebed by, the Clerk of McCrackenCounty for the regular election in
November. 1908, for the various pre-
cinets, which lie within the City of
AN 011DINTAfiON AUTPIORIZING Paducah, Kentucky.
AND- ple0VeDieeD Iron, THE ig. Section 4. The said Clerk shall
HUAI. OF TWO HUNDRED AND Outs* 'police of the election herein
FIFTY THOMAND DOLLARS oiled to be givee by a publication
OF_11p 
v 
,_rill; CITY Pr i or the O ffie rdinances In the oc al
PArli)frAtf. ogiNTLICICY. FOR newspaper of the said City of Pa-
THE OF RTBEET;ducah for two ireeke con ti :mousey
of AND 'SIDEWALK IMPFtOVECInext before the day Polding the elec-
MENTS, AND SUBMITTING THE, Con and said Clerk hall post a prin
SAME TO TRE VOTERS Ole TtlE ed copy of said ordinance in two pub-
C;TY or PADUCAH, KEN) lie place* in each of the voting pre-
lances of the City of Paducah at least
nkreili oYtKO;I: the City of Paducah, Ken-tion.'
ey the General tendays before the date of the elec-
Dr. H. P. Sights was elected city Co
health Officer yesterday afternoon by tuelfee Section 5. In the event that two-
the board og' health to succeed Dr.1' 8eetten 1.* limit the City of Fa-, thirds of all the qualified voters of
W. T. Graven. while Dr. C. Mothers'&leek, lf.entucky. shall issue loads the City of Paducah voting upon said
was re-elected to the president)" to the_finsount of Two Hundrel andlproposeion shall vote for the lomat of
the board. Dr. Sights it one of tilePift Thottiand Dollars in denonsina-esaid bond, then said City of. Paducah
beet PhYticiatis in the day and thor- thou of $1,000 each, bonds to be di-Ishee tsetse said bonds, as provided
toughly understands sanitation, and tided ittto R:n Series of Twenty-live' tolaw, subject to the conditions con-
after July 1, when he will be insult-
'grated Into office, well begin a cant-
paign that will make Padoelh one
of the cleanest cities on the map.
Dr. Grit(es, the incumbent, has made
an efficient...official, and a potent fac-
tor in keeping the city clean.
Dr. Brothers has been president 'of
the beard df health for four years,
and his re-electIon is a merited one.
His fellow members would not con-
sider any other nominee for tips
presidency. All the members were
present yesterday except Mr. W. F.
hradsliaw. who Is out of the city.
WAS ELMC141113 (ATI' HEALTH
01.41Chlt TO sOptICEED 
DRGRAY
lutrode So Nialke 1PadtIcali lite
tleautual Town" In the'
euncre.
Don't 'cultivate a taste for the af-
fairs of your neighbors if you, would
be Popular.
CITY ORDINANCE
AN ORDINANCE :kg ENDING AN
xripixt,rsacitc.
e•IX:IT;PLEDAN I; -ANEG-
l'LATINIG THE bicavue AND
liiANNER AND FORM OF ORANT
ING AND ISISPING SAME Oee
VIARIOUS LINES OF BUSINESS
04.1elejeetelee,, OCCUPATIONS AND
PalarESSIOS.IS IN THE CITY Ot
PAD/ICAH. KENTUCKY. AND
PROV1D1 NO THE PEN Aleee2E8
FOR T HIE NeleNePATellENee
TIllemeome AND TRIM VtOLA-
TION HEREOF " ADOPTED BY
Till: BO ARD OP.' covereteitEN
DFWENIIVER 26TH. 19107: AM:WA
'ED RY THE 110AIRT) OF ACMES-
WEN DECEMBER 27TH, 1P07:
APPROrlet) BY iv A. YETSER,
MAYOR, DiSCEMBER won, 10107
AND ATTESTED SY HENS Y
RAMJET, CITY CIANCK. clu,-.ont-
MDR 340TH. 19447
tle It ordained by the General
Council unc of the tety of Paducah, Ken-
tucky:
Section I. That bectIon 16 of an
ordinance, entitled, "An ordinance
fie!ng and regulating the licenee and
Die Manner and, form of granting and
Issuing some on dartous
lines of business., callin)pt oc-
Cerpatione and pmfeseloies in
the city of -WatNicab. KentuckY,
non-paytirent thereof, and the viola-
tion hereof." Adopted hy the Board
of Councilmen December 26th, 1907:
adopted by the Hoard of Alderinen
December vrtb, 1)0'7: approved by
D. A. 'Vetoer, Mayor. December 31Otte
19017, and attested by !Tetley Bailey.
City (lent, FleceMber 30th, 100'?,-
he, and the seine is hereby atnerfded
In- striatnj. therefrom the folloivilin
words: "lint thht shall not Include
hanks or others lending money on
chattels when trone Incidintil to the
carryIng on of any other levelhesili,"
and by adding thereto the following
words; "A wholeeale dealer in any
/leverage or drink containing alcohol
its any quantity lees than two per
cent 12 e'er rent.) (ow this Bomar
shall not includsk the riglit, to sell by
a holeratie or otherwise. In any gaunt-
ity, apirttuotre. vinoue or nralt liquors
considered by law as Intoxicating. I"
- APO that said section of said ordi-
nactwe when eo amended Stall reed as
follows:-
"A limes* fee'of live hundred dol.
tars teeeneelfel. stall be 'paid annual-
ly, by ahy pertoe. !Wei. cointrany or
vorporaition. eirrytng oh. conduct tag
re menagenx in the city of Pailtidah.
the businees of,
"lesildiblr Money on chattels."
"A teholesale Mater le any beret-
ate or drink containing aledhot in any
quantity lees this two per cent 12
ter cent I. I But this license shall not
tecliele the right to bell by wholestale
or citliewwhie, in any quanUty. *Writ-
wire. %locus or malt fitteors consid-
ered by taw is laroxileistibi.r
4e. 2. That said ordinenre above
mentioned be, Ise 4! dame is hereby
*Mended by. 1411 11sh`qh•Vreto. as Sec-
non 517%, the folk)Vetnk words:
eiter. e erie. A Tfoettneefee of Itcro
fintrevi bird miff ablialii 1 trti.t.ticit
shall be "Id annodittly by any Penton.
hrin. Ciiiipany tar COrtiohltiee. carry
Tog on. conductnk or thenalting In
the. city of Pattecalt, the husineee of.
"A retail (fester, or 'wiling by the
tlihik or better, any %event* or
&Rik cobtaining afenhel in - thy
floatilley Iota than tire per cent. 12
per cente (But this ..11couee shell not
instAide The trgeet lo reit spiriessolia.
totnotre.or Malt 'Senors ormatellered by
law intoxioatIng.)- .
tee. it. Alt% ordinance shall take
effete be In force frem and after
p 1
ra
proved Arne -14. 141
Its , dipproval aid pebfication
H. B. LYN-noter.
President Ward of Councilmen.
Approved Ante FA. Mee.
4 ED D. HANNAN.
Piehlderkt Hoard of Aldecieen.
Approved June Pe. 1:91001. •
Amid; .1" SMITH, Mayen..
tattled in tha ordinance; but in the
eeee the Prolenition to issue said
bonds does not receive the votes or
Ivey:and tie bonds of each series to two-thirds of the qualified voters of
be numbered (rods one do Sweaty-Rye the City of Paducah, voting upon said
Inclusive, respectively, and to bear proposition, then this ordinance shall
the seal of thescity witereissued; that
the bonds shall be issued Under the
signature of the Alayor; shall be
countersigned by thd City Treasurer
and shall bear Interest at tie rate of
6 per. cent fter ilnitum, interest pay-
seml-eitnially. and shall have
Interest cadges, ettarbed thereto
signed by the iityor of the city and
countersigned by the City Treasurer.
Said bonds shall hot be sold for less holders abutting or frontlhg said im-
dtan par and accrued interest, and peeeenteits milldam to pay
the proceeds shall be used exclusively interest on satd bonds as theoftsatmhe
for the puenosse of paying for that falls due and sufficient to provide a
portion of the construction or reC011-
atructiOn of streets or sidewalks in
the City of Paducah. Ketittlekr.
which the property holders abutting
or fronting any such proposed im-
provement are by law or ordinance of
the City ofPaducah required to pay
under, the tea year paement plan.
Said bonds shall be made payable at
home bank.„ot trust companyeen the
City of New York and shallir issued
under the authority granted the Cite
of New York, and shall be issued
ander the authority granted the Cite
Pf Paducah by an act oi the General
Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, entitled an act to emend
an act. entitled An act for the gov-
ernment of cities of the second class
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky."
approved by Hie Governor. March 22.
1906, and being Section 27, Article 4
of said act entitled, 'An act of die
government if-iliTes of the sieorid
class in the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky, and by the authority granted
the City of Paducah by Section 157
of the Constitution of the State of
Kentucky.
Each of slid series of bonds shall
be fgr Twenty-five Thousand Dollars
divided .into liondsvoi $1.000 each.
and the first series shall be due and
payable one year from date from the
issual of same. and the subsequent
series of Twenty-five Thousand Dot-
arts: each divided into bonds of
$1,000 each shall be due. respect-
ively. In 2. 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8. 9 and 10
years, and shall have the name of
the street alley or -pubic square or
_portion thereof for the improvement
of sehich they are used, printed, en-
graved or written thereon. respect-
ively.
Sec. 2. The bonds above pro-
vided or shall be issued one- upon
the conditions hereinafter set forth.
See 3. The !setal of bonds above
Mentioned shall not be valid nor
bindIng upon the City or Paduese
until the safne shall have been sub-
mitted to and voted affirmatively
epon by two-thirds (2-3 I of the
dualffied voters of the City of Padu-
cah Kentucky. voting it an election
hereinafter proelded for. And for the
urpose of taking the sense of the
teethed voters of the City of Padu-
cah upon the question of Issuing said
bonds, an election Is hereby called to
he held in the City of Paducah, Ken-
tucky. on the regular election day in
November. 1905. being Tnelsrla)-.
November 3. 1908. and between the
me hours la which saki election Is
held, and shall be conducted by the
mile eaters she bad the eleetion.
and the votes cast at said election
ehall be eounted and certified in the
ssame Manner a provided for by laws
that votes for said ollichshi shall -be
counted and certified. and shall be
returned to the same officials and we
eults shall be anrounced in the mete
inenner as is provided for by law for
pipelines to municipal °Rives In the
cities of the second Clams In the State
of Kentucky.
The qualifiretione for voters at the
.*id election 'shall be determlned and
ascertained by Section one (I). ar-
ticle seven 7 of the Charter Act of
March 19, 1894.. it said election all
"rotes east seise be lo secret ballot
for the purtscise or determining the
sense of Paducah the fact of the pass-
gm Of this ordinance. and all the
trestle-eh to be voted npon, and said
Clerk of illeCracken Cosinty dial' be
requested and required 1(.' have
placed dpon 'alit ballots to be voted
at the rielular electfon in November,
at a 'peeled place Oa said ballet,
the following words:
"For the lona! 6? Two 'Hundred
and leitt 'Modeled Dialer Weis by
nu. of 151duriVIL 1Ceittlitity. for
the purpose of street and sltiewalic
ImProvenient" And that there he
Idtt on the right side ivf said worda.
two spaces above •and below, each
otkdr-the first, the upger fleece for
%liters (avoring the Jese'al of geld
benhe which shall be ileafgnattell by
the word "Yes" and the otter, or
tower mare for voters opposing the
!usual of said bonds, to b# designated
by the word "No." And the voter
shall dealgoate Ms vote h, the cress
mark; these words ethosIttinz the
Thousand Dollars each, and to be
numbered as and deet!gnated as series
A. . C, F. G. H. I. J. resPect-
Altest June nil, Lena. question herein before referred to,
iirAtitvit serertile. / to the voters of the flty Of Paducah,
city clerk, to be rented 011 tite 961061 Ottilet
Be It ordained by the General
Clouncil of the City of Paducah, Ken-
tucky:
Sec. 1. That the City of Paducah.
Kentucky, shall issue bonds to the
amount of one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars ($150,0440.0-0.). in
denomination of one thousand dol-
lars (Ste/steer)) each. hoods to be
payable at the end of twenty-five
(251 years said bonds to be serially
numbered from one ill to one hun-
dred and fifty 11,501, inclusive, and
shall bear the 'seal of the City when
hewed. and &ail be issued under the
signature of the Mayor: shall ise
countersigned by the City Treasurer.
and shall bear Interest at the rate of
fletr and one-half per cent I 4 lee
per creel per annum, payable semi-
annually, and shall have Interest com-
potes at tached thereto tigued by the
Mayor of the City and countersigned
by- the City Treasurer.
teild bonds shall not be sold for
lees than par and acerued interest
and the proceeds shall be used ex-
clusively for the purpose of the con-
seruction and reconet ruction of
streets and sidewalks with improved
material.
Said bonds shalt be made payable
at some bank or Trtevt company in
the City of New York, and shall be
qssued nndler the authority granted
RIP City- of Padikah by Section 1e7
of the ConstitutIon of the State of
Kentucky. and Seetion 3097 est the
Kentucky Statutes
Bay. 2. The bon& above Oro-
fitted for shall be ,satteri only ulkm
the conditions hereinafter set forth.
Sec. 3. The iseual of bonds abov
mentioned shall not be valid noi
binding upon the City of Paducah
until the same shall be submitted to
and voted affirmatively upon by twee
thirds I of the qualified voters
Of the City orPaduceib, voted at an
election hereinafter ;provided for.
And for the purpose of taking the
steer oeethe matinee: voters .,1 -en
YOUR WORD WILL BE
UNDISPUTED
YOlilt 1OW1 IttrIIVIID
ivihe;e1c4Ran1ost IAfl.S to (arrest
Any Dieorders of the St0414(41
reelillikeli the Ovate Is,CA1401014. e u rex oonatIpatioe,
Ind stoma the fermentation of ftel, so
that tbe fool digest.' perfectly, and
you receive the full strehgtb and










and neutralltes septic p.isen in every
pert of the system, and is both a pre-
ventative and a cure.
A few doses relieves distress and the
nisch Mayon tigmetimiand anninit-
sting the fowl. The CAR1807A)NE
awpettra et refet6rtnsliefprfkoer 
$
indoolgestion In
If your dealer cannot supply you
ortter direct trim
jtli cARBO/ONt..SOKPAIT-
296 iv. steasta, toss.
fund for the purpose of paying off
Mid bonds when, they become due.
Bectlon 7. This ordinance obeli
take effect, and be in force from and
after :Is pavage. approval and publi-
cation •




President Board of Aldermen
Attest June 24, INet.
MAURICE NictleiTYRE.
City Clerk.








to prep.., for a meth
rustauesteand beset made lor Tile RUSH of tee tail business is AT
DRAUGHONIS PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
12. LeAttiND by business men from mains to cantoruia. entatogue FULL, saw for II
T. liacorporatiod) Paducah, 314 Brea civ.aN Old !none 175E.
1.a` 
be null and void, and of no effect.
Election 6. And it is hereby fur-
ther ordained and agreed, that if the
bon& herein mentioend are voted at
the election herein provided that the
said City of Paducah by its Genera*
Council, shall regularly' and duly
adopt street and sidewalk inrprove-
went ordinances-4 and levy a specified
tax upon the property and property
City of Paducah upon the question of
ensuing said bonds, vs election is here
by called to be held in Paducah. Ken-
ecky. on the regular election day
in November. 1906, being Tuesday,
NV:iv-ember 3rd, 19.0.15. and between
the same hones in which 'such' regu-
lar election is held, and shall be con-
deleted by the baffle officers who hold
the election for aldermen and other
city officers at the said election, and
the votes cast at said election shall
be counted and certified in the same
manner as provided for by laws that
'votes for said officials shall be count-
ed abd certified, and Shall be re-
turned to the sante offichtis 'and the
resule shell lee announced in tee same
manner as is erovIded for by lew for
elections to municipal offices hr the
cities; of the second clause •
The qualifications for voters at
011Mms1
before the date of the said electioa
Sec. 5. la the event thgt two-
thirds *2-31 of all the qualified voters
1of the City of Padticah voting upon
'pad 'proposition, shall vote for the
, issue! te said bonds, then the
iCity of Paducah shall lame said
;bonds as provided by law, subject to
1the couditioes contained In this ordi-
nance: but In case the proposition to
leetie said bonds does not receive
:the trCle of two-thirds (2-3) of tee
lqualleed voters of the bald CIty of
Padneah voting upon said proponleee
then this ordinance, shall be null and
void, and of no effect.
Sec. 6. And It is hereby further
ordained and agreed that If the bonds
herein mentioned are voted at the
election beret,. provided, that the said
city of Paduci by its General Caun-1
till, shall cau-c en be levied a tax sag-
the raid election shall be determined firient to pay off the interest 04 paid
and, ascertained by Section One (I). bonds as same fall due, and providing ,
Anicie 'Seven 17j. of the Charter Act a fund it, pay off said _hoilds when
of March 19, 1894: and at said Mee- they be tome. due.
then all votes east shall be by secret Sec. 7. This erdinace shall take
ballot for the purpose dl determining effect and be in force from and after
the sense of the voters of this city its passage. approval and publica-r
upcm this gentles:. that there shall
be certified to the Clerk of MeCraek-
en County be- the' Clerk of the Cite
of Paducah. the fact of the Passage
Of this ordinano% and all Ike Maw-
time being voted stood; and said
Clerk of McCracken meaty shill
be requested and required to have
placed upon said ballots tO be voted
at the regalar election 10 November.
110018, at a tspeetfied place on sail
ballot, the following words: "Fen
the Issue! of $150,000.40 of boll&
lit- the City of Paducah. Kentuelcy.
for the purpose of street anti side-
walk Improvemeets:" and that thee HENRY MAMMEN, 111,shall be left on the right side of said
weeds, two space., above and below
each other -the first, or upper space.
'for voters faeoring the Issuet of side
bonds, which shall be designated By
the word "Yes:" and the other, or
lower space, for voters opposing the
lasutI er said bonds, to be' designated
by the word "leh:" and the voter
shall designate les vote by tbe
OR)Isi A NC E AUTHORIZING "Cross Mark." These words sub-
AND PROVIDING FOR THE IS- milting the question hereinbefore re-
sem, OF $150,000.410, op. Booms ferred to. to the voters of the City of
OF TIVE,OITY OF PADUCAH Paducah, to be printed on the offIcral
keeerneeece. FOR THE pull_ ballot furnished by the Clerk of Mt-
POSE OF STR'EEIT 91:DE- Ceitcken County for the regular eke-
WALK 1:56PROVEMENTS, AND Hon in No4Mber, 1908.' for the vari- 0
SU OMITTING TiatE SALE TO ous precincts which lie _within the o
ee
THIE VOTERS OF THE CITY OF' ("Sty of Paddcalf, Kentucky. 0.1̀
P.e'DUCA1-1, Sec. 4. The ('ity -Clerk shall cause O‘r
4444.
tion.
Approved June 19, 1004l.
R. LeNDBEY.•
President Board of Councemee.
Approved June 19, 100'8,
HID. D. HANNAN,




Approved June 211, I 9408..
J A tr Eti P. . SMITH.
Mayor,
IILTMOVID TO THUM Line
imorructy.
Seek Binding, Beak Week Lewd
mad Lbw, Week a sopeehrie7-
notice of the election herein called,
to be given by a publication of this
ordinance in the official newspaper of
the City of Paducah, for two weeks
continuously next before the day of
nettling the election, and radd Clefs
shall post a printed copy of said ordi-
nance in two yukele places in each
et the voting Precincts of the City ii•
pjutursti. at lesst ten it()) dke,
'1111-1111111111111.11.° 
 mar
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-





.t ilissW q 410
City Transfer Co.
CI L. Van Meter. Manager,





lie Progresaive and up to date, and hoard your horse at a Barn
tbat keeps abreast of ihe times.
The days for cleaning a hors... with the old fashioned curry
comb and brash have past.
We we a tirooniing Machine. It does the work better and
quite* kid your horst. will apprPciate the thane and show it hy
doing biter work for you.,
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
it wrorweretea





the puicst whiskey made. It
has been stored for years in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due ito perfect ag-
ing. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
-...1. .... 4. ... .................. ..............W...................w...................,..•. - ......................,. -........
• ,-,./AT est,
The Eagle Will Scream"
y" for Vol if You Give
Bin a Chance by Plain is
Year Best Licks is Spite a
list Weather and the Flies.
?MSS NICHOLS HEADS TIM
Remember That There Will be No
R011118 Nor Speetall Primo After
This Week-Get Busy and Make
Voar Work Tell Now-Teu Days
More.
The bail Special Oder.
So many conitealants were Interest-
ed hi winning the -cash which was
amount of cash before Satin/day at
p. ea. This is the last special prize
thist will be offered.
One thousand boom votes will be
gives for every $21 on subscriptions.
This is the last boons vote offer.
Meaty candidates have requested
that the scale of votes be extended to
Winde a flve-year sutoolipt:,..... An-
offered as a special prise lart week to
the turning the Mews* amount.
tell you that is the truth. third highest number of votes InGee la • Incery oa wahiimiptilowa that tbe, There are about a dozen pepple thelh respective districts will be
at of The Mus has deemed! eho have grated-in the presence of awarded the following prizes, ato make a .idatuar offer this week. witnesses-that they are not going
Teo donor, wto tritfro thr , to be beaten. And *hen free
d•dose who ammo ki the biewmt lamerican citizens talk like that
there is bound to be something doing
Fatures in combustibles are weak
hereabout for it's a cinch that there
are a hunch of people in The Sun's
Contest who are going to set things
afire before they get over the habit
Of getting votes.
It ends on the proper day for o
conflagration too-July 4. The day
IBMS
• THE 14DrCATI EVENING SUN. MONDAY. IV .1 18.
WHO WILL MAKE THE BIGGEST NOISE 
aresprouirepiadniostriocnts dwisipIllaybe
atawWa'rd. ;d i THE nv BRUNERMiller & Bros , 520 Broadway, a $150
suit of furniture, displayed at Gar-
ner Bros., 207-213 South Third, a
$100 buggy and harness, displayed
at Powell-Rogers, 129-131 North
Third. The above three prizes will
be given to the three district leaders
ON FATAL FOURTH, THE DAY OF JOYS
FOR CONTEST FOLKS AS WELL AS BOYS
in the order of the number of votes
creclitedto them
The three persons who receive the
second highest number of votes in
their respective districts will be
aearded the following prizes in their
order of rank-a $65 watch on die-
Mies Mae Matthews, Kuttawa,
13.741
Julius Starks. Bruton. /Cy. . 10,0116
Nam J. Brown, Padunds R. F. D.
 6,663
('. K. Lantond, reducash R. P. D. play at Pollock's, 333 Broadway. a
8.315 $50 lady's or man's watch at NagelParis Ellison. Murray, Hy- .3,717 and Me) era. corner Third andseise Homes& Kruhart, "Paducah R. Broadway, a $.10 Miller range. die-t'. D. 4,500 played at Hank Bros., 212 BroadsMites le'tle Sladslen. Wham Ky 5,500
J. J. Lane. Paducah K.P.H.. .. .3.570
LIST. t. heaves, Paducah R.F.D.. . .3,400
Guy C. Mulberry, Eddyville, Ky
2.000
tliftosi Seater, Paducah R. F. D.
........ 1,991
we know it's warm.
But, honest now, the weather isn't
a single degree warmer than the
contest.
way.
The right is reserved to alter these
rules should nevessity demand.
Contestants may secure subscrip-
tions anywhere they wish. For In-
stance a candidate In District 3 la
entitled to turn in subscriptions from
District 2 or District 1, and viceYea, we know It's warm. Don't versa.
tel us so or we ail hit you. Haven't New subscribers are those who werewe spent about three days out of the not taking The Sun May 23. the datelast week in the bath tub. We think of the start of the contest. Trans-
fer from one member of a family to
another or to someone eise living In
the rune house will not be counted as
a new subscription.
And the leading contestants whIt The three persons receiving the
$37.50 refrigerator, displayed at
Hennelerger's, 422 Broadway, a $35
chair or other furniture from Rhodes-
Burford's, 112-116 North Fourth, a
$25 lady's or man's watch on display
at J. L. Wanner's, 311 Broadway.
Three additional prizes for the
three districts are added and two
scholarships in the International
Correspondence Schools and one
scholarship in the Paducah Central
Business College, offering the choice
second highest number of votes in
their respective districts may choose,ewe, hid ove,1,,,,m. „0„,,tiart.ton. This i noise like victory-for whom . one of these scholarships instead ofscale applies to both carrier and mall !NW. Nichol.. Again at the Top. the merchandise prize. Should the ,
sr heeriptloses Miss Mern Nichols has been hoe- second highest candidates not desireering around In II' track of the high one of these scholarships. the third
aoaaortoont 
or exiciaihd wale is when the American Eagle screams in of nine courses. These prizes will be ibomb, annoworod. Thb.tv.the thho hnison with everyone who feels like awarded in the three different dia-1sawd rotes will be given with et.ery making a noise The candidates Mete so that candidates receiving the
enew Ave-year sebscription. Half that we: he making a noise like Mony
aombra. or 17,54)0 will he ern, with and votes and the eagle wit: make a
Standing at the Clone of Balloting
Monday at 6:00 p. in.
DISTRICT 1.
Joe Desherger 21104=1
Mina Ella NM 169.408
Mass Ilisie Hod.. 117.9113







P. B. Fowler 19,978
J. L. Dunn...  18.447
Mrs. T. I.. Roeder 7.690
Jas. Haack 7  516
Fred McCreary 7.805
Mks Blanche Anders°, . ....  3.664
Geo. (1. Hager . 4.502
Nliss .111erSe Ham 4.500
Mr, Harry Garrett 244.5
miss Minnie Miracle • 2.713
tiled lior1.111rilt/111 2,437
Miss Pearl tirtfho  2.296
Mi.,. Catherine 'flomorm 2,342
'leerier McIntyre 1.613
L. P. Kore 1,477
Me« Geraldine Gasem 673
Me..• Mars lienduneit   6.15
Ml's. Jennie Caesar 017
DISTRICT 2.
I 'lias. Dente, 2T.2.121
%11,., Merit SWitols 2186.721
.1. W. stessmart 166,117
-Mrs, E. E. Huck  56.508
•liss Doris Martin 25,73
Miss Maude Russell  81.821
tine Kate 5unneemavher . 28,191
H. G. J441111141,11  1111.335
• Lizale V•uglito.   19.5111
• Bettie speck 15.5116 I
Mr. John heititte y  15.767 I
▪ allandingtism 14,906
• Mamie Hayitiorm  9.588
111.01 Ural". Killington 9.510
Itoby  8.475
1: L. %lb.'', 7.1114
m I... Et hei 1estivut.  8,828
Nil'alscon . • 111.987
45.1181Miss Jeanette lk,oglas 





3'0 3. Read 14161
Jolla 'try ant  1.1414
511,... I ineinne Winateall LOW
JA.111.,11 Ite•kmen 1.1883
DIKTItICT a.
J H. Dagger, Paducah R. P. D.
179.1149 I
Miss Lure Stmot, Kent, Ky.
Mini Merle (Idles Metiopulis, 1111.
...114.950
Arthur Switzer, Paducah K. P. H.
. .101.366
Miss Vera Dodson. Inter Ky.
.  711.1741
Mies Myra Oliver. Vielbm, Ky.
 76,600'
Mies Mabel Maims. arooklsoet. .1
•  724191'
Mina Mettle Selman., lintithland. Ky..
 55,911
A. C. Hargrove, Paducah IL P. D.
.32,6711
Miss A/He Hininell, Kerr*, Ky. .19.630
Inters for some days past and today
isti.es them all, taking the lead of
the contest with the very high score
of 236.721.
Mr. Chas. Denker is just about
14.1m0 behind and Mr. Joe Desberger
is third with about an even 200.000.
Some idea of the height of these
scores can be obtained from a eon-
6441610 sideration of the fact that in nine
57.705 out of ten newspaper contests con-
41.770 ducted in a town of this size scores
62.771 like the above represent the total of
27.451 the winners at the finish. Everybody
20.043 thought that a hundeed thousand
would win this contest. But every-
body was fooled.
The third district showed good
signs of life yesterday. Mr. J. H.
1Dugger casting a couple of 12,000;err Oka tee. making -. himselfheard by the leaders of the contest!
Miss Lura Street. Miss Carrie Chtlee.
Mr. Arthur Switzer and Miss Bettie




Any white person, man or woman,
of good character, residing in the ter-
ritory covered by The Sun may be-
come a candidate for the honors and
the prizes in The Paducah Sun's
Greatest Popularity Contest.
Duration-Awards.
The contest starts with today's an-
nouneerneut and will continue till
July 4, at 9 p. to.. at which time a
committee of well-known and trust-
worthy citizens will be thrteen to de-
termine who are entitled to the
prizes
Distrkits.
The territory covered by The Sun
has been divided for the purposes of!
this contest into three districts, as
follows:
District 1 comprises all of the city
of Paducah north of Broadway. In
eluding the north side of Broadway.
District 2 comprises all of the clty
of Paducah south of Broadway, In-
cluding the south side of Broadway
District 3 comprises all of the ter-
ritory served by The Sun outside
the limits of the city of Paducah.
More Than $2.000 Is Prima.
/1'o:towing Is a description of the
magnificent list of prizes offered for
the winners in this contest together
with the arrargement governing
their distribution.
The candidate securing he highest
number of votes, regardess of dis-
trict. will be given The First Grand
Prize, a $700 double building .ot In
Gregory Heights. Paducah's prettiest
suburb.
The candidate sectifing the second
highest number of votes, regsrd'ess
of district, will be given The Second
Grand Prize. a $400.00 two-carat.
blue-white diamond, on display at
Jo Wolff's jewelry store, 327 Broad-
way.
After the judges: of the finish ofl
the contest have awarded the Grand
'Prizes, the names of the two winners
will be stricken from the list of con-
testant and the nine distrht prizes
will he awarded as follows:
The tnree persons who lead their
Allt161'T/1 THE PASTORATE or
141!XILatiliD BAPTIST CHI'itCH.
Cumbeelaisd Perbiqterlan
lion Will Hold Sees-Sees at Trim-
ble Street Choell'•
The !Rev J. W Bruner hae accept•
eel the pastorate of the Second Bap-
tist church. Math and Ohio streets.
and his pastorate sill bcgin next Sun
day. He preached a t rat sermon at
the church several weeks airo, and
wile his name was plaved before the
cones-v.1444mi he was called unani-
mously. His acceptance was recetvea
today. He has been in charge of the
Baptist church at Clinton, and conies
highly reeorn mended.
The Rev. Bruner hs a young orator
of especial mention. He succeeds the
Rev. L. 3. Graben), who resigned
several months age and since then the
church hale been without a regular pats
tor. The Rev. Bruner is about 2s
rIFYILTV1 old. and Is the youngest man
the church evorPhad in the pastorate,
but with hiss energy and zeal, he Is
expected to be of much 'strength in
building up the membership. He is a
married man, bet has no children lie
and Mrs. Bruner will remove to Pa-
ducah this week, and he will fill the
pulpit next Sunday.
The congregation of the Cumber-
land Preebsterlen church will bold
serssees at the Trimble Street Metho-
dist church next Thursday evening at
7 o'clock. , The Res Hemp letvelute
key, of Fulton, and one of the strong-
est men of the church, will be Pres-
ent and make an athiresoc. Mr. D.
gDr.egFautiltona will also address the con-
Contractor -lark Cole is building a
new steeple on the Wershingtoc
StreeseAnptiet colored church. and
makin xteneive repairer on the build
log. When completed the church will
be one of the neatest colored churches
In the south. It is expected to have
ANNOUNCEMENT
We beg to announce the completion of our
new laundry, also to extend an invitation to
• all to visit our new plant. A visit from you
will afford us great pleasure and will make
It easy for us to show you why we can
promise you better work than ever turned
out by us or any other laundry in our city.
We will try and make your visit interesting
as well as profitable to you. • .• .•
The Home Laundry
A. C. WAHL. 431 S. Third SI. F. C. WAHl.
the work completed in a short while, t highest candidates may choose them. and spervices in the church will be re-it these two classes do not wish the awned.
scho:arsblps they will be awarded to 1
the fourth highest candidates in the
three districts.
In addition the management of
The Sun will spend $190 In special
prizes to be distributed to busy can-
didates during the progress of the
contest, making a grand total of
more than $2.000 in prizes, to be
distributed gratis.
Table of Values.
Besides the coupons watch are
printed daily in The Sun and which
are good for the number of votes
printed on them if voted before the
time limit stated, contestants may se-
cure subscription votes according to
the following schedule:
For Payment in Advance By Old
Subscribers.
Time By Carrier By Mail N'otei
1 year $4.50 $3
s months 3.4100 2 .49 1,300
4 months 1.50 1 An 6.00
2 s-ears 9.00 5.00 g.f14^,
For Advance Payment by New Sub.
scribers.
Time By Carrier By Mali Votes
1 year $450 $3.0.0 4.500
8 months 3 CM 2.00 3.409
4 months 1.5s1 1.00 1,001
2 years 9 09 6.00 13,003
Subscription pas meats of less than
$1.00 by mall and $I Si) by carrier.
will not be accepted as counting for
votes.
No employe of The Sun or member
of an employ.e's family will be allow-
o pnter this contest.
The Sun is the final arbiter In all
questions that may arise In connec-
tion with the contest. Candidates by
entering agree to these published eon-
ditkins
---
Aridness an commanthotions to
The Sun. Opiate* DepartmeaL
ft Our.eg
PROF. CARNAGEY
RETURNED FROM A TWO WEEksi
VACATION TRIP T1H1.%11.
During the Sictouner He WM Arrange
Ketosis New 4 'imese of Slab
for SMhools.
Superintendent John A Carnasey,
superintendent of the public schools.
has returned from a two weeks' trip
and is again directing the Paducah
schools personally. Prof. Climates+)
Ho( mied a meeting of the directors
of the Hanover college, made an all -
dneis before the State Educational
aseociation. and delivered two ad-
ds-eater to the summer students of the
State Normal school at Bowling Green
His subject, were: "Selection and
Improvement of Teaohere," and "Lo-
cal Appreciation of Public Schools




The Joe Fowler will be the Evans-
v.,:e packet tomerrow morning
Steamer elscie atrised at 2 o'clock
this morning from Waterloo. Ala .
With her big trip of round trip pas•
sengers and a big trip of freight
She got away at 6 o'clock this murn
rug ter Joppa to unload and will re-
turn this afternoon She will re-
turn to the Tennessee tomorrow
night at 6 o'clock.
The George Con Aug made by r
two regular trips from Metropolis
today doing a big husineee OD each
trip.
The lima] arose(' from Golconda
this morning at Pt o'clock and re-
turned at 2 o'clock Me afternoon
with • good trip of freight and pas-
sengers each way.
The Chattanooga *1.1 be In todas
from the upper Tenneseee
, The City of Saltillo is due suit of
I,' Tennessee tomorrow afternoon
returned to Kvanstille, INCENDIARY BLAZE
trip of 4 mieeengers and
IkEeiTit. r. 011111'1311(SIP i•
Loci% of' Co
Maurice ingr...".. Dr-1.er fvf




Ti,.' grocti, and raloon of Potter
& Company of Eighth .street between
Camphell *DM Harris streets, was
burued last night at ceche:a and
the store and sto. k is a total loss
The Mei' of the building- and starlt,i
will amount to 8:•.01. !O
'putative. 'The fire is of Incendiary
erign. it is. believed, •ndi when dis-
covered the moire building was a
!mass of nano,
on her way to St. Louis. The alarm was given at 3 o'closeThe H. W. Bottorff will be in lo-
I
'sad companit• Non' 1, 3 and 4 an'night from Clarkeerele arid will !Nivel severed When the No. .: companytomorrow at noon for Nashville wadi arrived the building, and stork wasell was landings. , 'doomed, but the firemen put on theThe Fomenters shoe boat Rot away streams water in two minutes aridat 6 o'clock this morning down the'
Normal including many Paducah Ohio,
teachers, and the addresses of Prof. The Henrietta arrived from
yesterday afternoon with •Carnage) given C1011,0 attention J9IsPa
When Prof Carnagey return:41 he toss of enlists barges •nd got lass)
found moth wort had aceumulated, thie morning for the l'enneeree after
but this morning he waded in aad a to s ties.
wear looking after the repairs of the The Mirth arrived from Casey vele
buildings. Durlog the +rummer he last !light with a tow of coal for the
West Kentucky Coal companywill arrange an entire new,coutse of
study for the schools. and will begin / A farmer who was ferried across
as teem as poesible lthe river yesterday atempted to
hack a tram of horses hitched to a
lload of torn off the ferry boat but
I 





Cincinnati  141.3 0.1
Evansville  Sin 0.1
Florence  2.4 0.2
Johnssonrille  4.7 0.2
Louisville   4.5 lc1.1
511. Carmel  4.1 0.5
Nashville'  7.9 0.4,
Pit tabur g  6.0 1.8
St. Lou is  14.5 41.3
Mt. Vernon  7 41
Pladuesti  211,5 9.41
(rs Riv"r gage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing 20.5 at a stand BIOCe yesterday
"P p-please. sir. Mr. Bear. you morning.
n is ticeirttft lie afraid I wouldn't hart Steamer Diek rowler got away for
you for the a w world - Cairo this morning with about 100
Di. nicer,' going to Mareac park to
"Gee whiz. Joneel Where'd you emend the dai- and a big trip of
get that roll of money?" freight. She will return tonight at
"1 met a fellow who had a sums 7 o'clock 
'
and will leave again at 11
tip on the third raise yesterday." hiusor cki ik oT a family excursion for two
"And the tip won'!"
"No: this Is that fellow's mono, " The John S Hopkins arrived from
-Cleveland Leader. Jivansvi::e on time this morning
OP didn't think whet he as doing
lind backed the wagon off the wrong
,side of the poet The wagon broke
and the rear wheels and fun were
lost In the river.
The Ohio river registered 7 feet
et cat Mansville Monday forenoon, the
fair:ow...et stage known 10 the last tan
nee
fall Rains at, the heada•fers lev"
fall 'promise of a ell r '041. and it Is bo-
th.. lieved that the summer shalloe
rise water will be mit off for a month 11
doe !DO.
1 Even now, however, some of the
rise largest bars are appearing in the
fell river between here and lamisville
fall The two dikes opposite Evansville
wediare already- out of water and pfainlyvlsi hi..
j The sst protractiM, low water Os''
I
ctirred In the summer and far of
1904, when boats were out of the
running for three months im-
mediately following a rhse came an
early winter freeze which kept boats
tied to shore. and navigation leer
Practically suspended for six months
Many a man realizes the fact that
there is no place ilk.' home becalm..
his wife is linable to make it home-
like
BR. AD LEY'S





No kit, hen appliance gives
such actual satisfaction and
real home comfort as ths New
Perfection Wick Blue Flame
Oil Cook-Siovi,
kitchen wort, tills corning
summer, will be better and quicker done, with greater
personal comfort for the worker if, instead of the stifling
heat of a foal lire, you cook by the eInt foltratti flame of the
kept adjoining buildings from burn-
ing Forturrsteis there was little
C(111,1 011 and gasoline In the building
The blaze was a hot one, ant whet'
the No 3 eotripany was Jerking off a
Its,' of how. Maur cc. Ingram. drl‘er
of the wgg.Cm, had his face, fork and
/tett arm menfulh burred and bunt-
tornt1 the' heat
117, good Vinelt the 4epartniii,ini
bad the b,sze estinguothrd in an boor
The one•story frame building ea.
01161),4 hi E Bares-
The New Haid.
Mrs ilighbrois o',-lock i's '1
Highbrow phonid have been hers long
Ago
Mary' tgrowing suddenly alarmed)
-le he a thin inan with white hair.
asa'am?
Mrs. Highbrow-Tea: how did you
know•
rushing for the front door i
',lad sakes, ma'am. he heen try
In' to get In this half heir, an' I've
been keepin• him out. thinker him
a book agent' St Louis Post-Ill-
pat. h
T11111ilt Of% are good for • torpid
!Ivor. but should be avoided by gowty
prop:e.
NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
Delivers heat wiser* you want it-never where you don't
want it-thus it keeps the kitchen cool. Bums forhours on one filling. Instantly regulated for low,
medium or intense heat. Has sufficiont capacity for
all household needs.
Three sues-tf not at siren dealer's, write ournearest agency.
The "co A r er rni
a wonderful light go•r
wade, besehfullerilekeled. Your firing room sedl beglessareer with • Ray0 Lamp.
if not ,.-oh era!, deaier, write ner Reargro agssc,.
STANDARD OH. COMPANY
rlareeparr Medi )
NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL" Will not heat or must. You shall know it by its wh_teness.
Manufactured Daily by BRADLEY BROS Paducah, Kentuckz.•
